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Abstract

Type systems are widely used in programming languages as a powerful tool
providing safety to programs. Functional logic languages have inherited
Damas-Milner type system from their functional part due to its simplic-
ity and popularity. In this paper we address a couple of aspects that can
be subject of improvement. One is related to a problematic feature of func-
tional logic languages not taken under consideration by standard systems: it
is known that the use of opaque HO patterns in left-hand sides of program
rules may produce undesirable effects from the point of view of types. We re-
examine the problem, and propose two variants of a Damas-Milner-like type
system where certain uses of HO patterns (even opaque) are permitted while
preserving type safety. The considered formal framework is that of programs
without extra variables and using let-rewriting as reduction mechanism. The
other aspect addressed is the different ways in which polymorphism of local
definitions can be handled. At the same time that we formalize the type
system, we have made the effort of technically clarifying the overall process
of type inference in a whole program.
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patterns, Let bindings

1. Introduction

Type systems for programming languages are an active area of research,
no matter which paradigm is considered. In the case of functional program-
ming, most type systems have arisen as extensions of Damas-Milner’s [1],
for its remarkable simplicity and good properties (decidability, existence of
principal types, possibility of type inference, type safety results . . . ). Func-
tional logic languages [2, 3, 4], in their practical side, have inherited almost
directly Damas-Milner’s types. In principle, most of the type extensions pro-
posed for functional programming could be also incorporated to functional
logic languages (e.g. this has been partially done for type classes [5, 6, 7]).
However, if types are meant to be not only a decoration but are devised to
provide safety to programs, then we must ensure that the adopted system
has indeed good properties. In this paper we tackle a couple of orthogonal
aspects of existing FLP systems that are problematic or not well covered by
straightforward adaptations of Damas-Milner typing. One is the presence of
so called higher order (HO) patterns in programs, an expressive feature al-
lowed in some systems and for which a sensible semantics exists [8]; however,
it is known that unrestricted use of HO patterns leads to type unsafety, as
recalled below. The second is the degree of polymorphism assumed for local
pattern bindings, a matter with respect to which existing FP or FLP systems
vary greatly and that is usually not well documented, not to say formalized.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The next two subsections
make an introductory discussion to the two mentioned aspects. Section 2
contains some preliminaries about FL programs and types. In Section 3
we expose the type system and prove its soundness wrt. let-rewriting, an
operational reduction semantics for FL programs presented in [9]. Section 4
contains a type inference relation, which lets us find the most general type
of expressions. Section 5 presents a method to infer types for programs.
In Section 6 we examine some practical limitations of the type system and
propose a variant to overcome them. In Section 7 we further discuss some
other aspects of the two presented type systems. Finally, Section 8 contains
some conclusions and points to future work.
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t ∈ Pat Set of patterns Page 7
e ∈ Exp Set of expressions Page 7
fv(e) Set of free variables Page 7
C One-hole context Page 7
ftv(σ) Set of free type variables Page 8
θ ∈ PSub Data substitution Page 7
π ∈ TSub type substitution Page 9
A Set of assumptions Page 9
⊕ Union of set of assumptions Page 9
vran(π) Variable range of a substitution Page 9
� Generic instance relation Page 9
�var Variant relation Page 9
` Basic typing relation Figure 5, page 10
wtA(e) Well-typed expression wrt. ` Page 11
`• Extended typing relation Figure 7, page 12

Opaque variable Definition 1, page 12
critVarA(e) Critical variables of e Definition 2, page 13
wtA(P) Well-typed program Definition 3, page 14
Ψ(e) Elimination of compound patterns Figure 8, page 15
→l Let-rewriting relation Figure 9, page 16
� Basic type inference relation Figure 10, page 19
�• Extended type inference relation Figure 11, page 20
Π•A,e Typing substitution Definition 4, page 21
B(A,P) Type inference of a program Definition 5, page 22
e◦ ∈ Exp◦ Simple expressions Page 28
`◦ Relaxed typing relation Figure 13, page 28
wt◦A(P) Well-typed relaxed program Page 31

Figure 1: Summary of notation
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1.1. Higher order patterns

In our setting patterns appear in the left-hand side of rules or let-bindings.
Some of them can be HO patterns, if they contain partial applications of func-
tion or constructor symbols. The use of HO patterns has practical interest—
see e.g. [8, 10, 11] for illustrating examples—and is natural in a setting
having an intensional view of functions, where different descriptions of the
same ‘extensional’ function can be observably distinguished1. This somehow
non-typical behavior does not emerge by the allowance of HO patterns itself;
as it is known [9], it stems from the mere combination of HO-functions, lazy
evaluation and call-time choice semantics for non-determinism, a cocktail
which is present in current FLP systems, whether or not they support HO-
patterns. However, HO patterns can be a source of problems from the point
of view of the types. In particular, it was shown in [13] that unrestricted use
of HO patterns leads to loss of type preservation, an essential property for a
type system expressing that evaluation does not change types. The following
is a crisp example of the problem.

Example 1 (Polymorphic Casting [14]). Consider the program consist-
ing of the rules snd X Y → Y , and true X → X, and false X → false, with
the usual types inferred by a direct adaptation of the classical Damas-Milner
algorithm. We can extend the program with the functions unpack (snd X)→
X and cast X → unpack (snd X), whose inferred types will be ∀α, β.(α →
α) → β and ∀α, β.α → β respectively. Then it is clear that the expression
and (cast 0) true is well-typed, because cast 0 has type bool (in fact it has
any type), but if we reduce that expression using the rules of cast and unpack
the resulting expression and 0 true is ill-typed because 0 has not type bool,
as is required by the context.

This loss of type preservation arises when dealing with HO patterns be-
cause, in some cases, knowing the type of a pattern of this class does not
uniquely determine the type of its subpatterns. This can be easily viewed
in the HO pattern snd X of the function unpack of the previous example:
knowing its type (for example α → α) does not fix the type of X (in fact

1By saying that e, e′ represent the same ‘extensional’ function we mean that e x and e′ x
behave the same, for each argument x. We remark that some authors [12] have suggested
the possibility of other notions of extensionality for which FLP languages would respect
extensionality.
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X could have any type in that case: bool, [int], α, etc.). Notice that situ-
ation cannot happen in FO patterns like [X], since knowing it has type [α]
univocally forces X to have type α.

This problem of loss of type preservation was first faced in [13], where a
rather drastic solution is proposed: simply forbid the appearance of any
opaque pattern—a pattern which does not univocally fix the type of its
subpatterns—in the left-hand side of any program rule. Nevertheless, as
we will see through this work, it is possible to be less restrictive. The key
idea is making a distinction between transparent and opaque variables of a
pattern: a variable is transparent if its type is univocally fixed by the type
of the pattern, and is opaque otherwise. We say that a term variable of a
program rule f t→ e is critical if it is opaque in some pattern in t and also
appears in the right-hand side e. A precise definition of opaque and critical
variables will be given in Section 3. With these notions we can relax the
situation in [13], prohibiting only those patterns having critical variables.
Trying to cope with more cases that may appear in practice, we develop in
Section 6 a variant of our type system, where the focus is moved from opaque
data variables to opacifying type variables—type variables which make a data
variable opaque. In this variant, we check that opacifying type variables—
unknown types not fixed by the pattern—are not used in the right-hand side
of rules.

We emphasize the fact that, concerning HO-patterns, the two type sys-
tems proposed in this paper are conceived to be conservative extensions of
the usual Damas-Milner system, in the sense that for programs not making
use of HO patterns, types are simply Damas-Milner’s usual ones. This makes
a big difference with another recent work [15] where we develop a type sys-
tem that deliberately aims to go beyond Damas-Milner types by radically
liberalizing the well-typedness conditions for FLP programs.

1.2. Local definitions

Functional and functional logic languages provide syntax to declare local
definitions in the form of let-bindings within expressions. However, different
implementations treat them differently regarding the polymorphism given to
bound variables. This difference can be observed in the following example.

Example 2 (let-expressions). Consider the expressions e1 ≡ let F =
id in (F true, F 0) and e2 ≡ let [F,G] = [id, id] in (F true, F 0, G 0, G false).
Intuitively, e1 gives a new name to the identity function and uses it twice with
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arguments of different types. Surprisingly, not all implementations consider
this expression as well-typed, and the reason is that F is used with different
types in each appearance: bool→ bool and int→ int. Some implementations
as Clean 2.3, Toy 2.3.2 or PAKCS 1.10.0 consider that a variable bound by
a let-expression must be used with the same type in all the appearances in
the body of the expression. In this situation we say that lets are completely
monomorphic, and write letm for it.

On the other hand, we can consider that all the variables bound in a
let-expression may have different but coherent types, i.e., are treated poly-
morphically. Then expressions like e1 or e2 would be well-typed. This is the
decision adopted by Hugs Sept. 2006, SML of New Jersey v110.73, OCaml
3.12.1 or F# 2.0. In this case, we will say that lets are completely polymor-
phic, and write letp.

Finally, we can treat bound variables monomorphically or polymorphi-
cally depending on the form of the pattern. If the pattern is a variable, it
is treated polymorphically, but if it is compound all its variables are treated
monomorphically. This is the case of GHC 7.2.2 and Curry Münster 0.9.112.
In these implementations e1 is well-typed, while e2 not. We call this kind of
let-expression letpm.

Figure 2 summarizes the default behavior of let-expressions wrt. types
in various implementations of functional and functional logic languages. As
can be seen, the grade of polymorphism is highly variable between systems,
even inside the same language. One of the contributions of this paper is to
technically clarify this matter by adopting a neutral position, formalizing the
different possibilities for the polymorphism of local definitions and proving
our results for the three possibilities.

2. Preliminaries

2.1. Expressions and programs

We assume a signature Σ = DC∪FS , where DC and FS are two disjoint
sets of data constructor and function symbols respectively, all of them with

2In fact, Curry Münster treats polymorphically bound variables only if the bound
expressions are non-expansive—see [16] for more information. Similar restrictions apply
to other systems, like the value restriction of ML ([17]) or the monomorphism restriction
of Haskell ([18]), which prevents generalizing types for let-bounds variables if type class
constraints occur in their types.
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System letm letpm letp
GHC 7.2.2 ×

Hugs Sept. 2006 ×
SML of New Jersey v110.73 ×

Ocaml 3.12.1 ×
F# 2.0 ×

Clean 2.3 ×
Toy 2.3.2* ×

Curry PAKCS 1.10.0 (1) ×
Curry Münster 0.9.11 ×

(*) we use where instead of let, not supported by Toy

Figure 2: Let-expressions in different FP and FLP systems.

an associated arity. We write DCn (resp FSn) for the set of constructor
(function) symbols of arity n. We also assume a denumerable set DV of data
variables X. The notation on stands for a sequence n objects o1 . . . on, where
oi is the ith element in the sequence. When the number of elements does
not play an important role, we write simply o. Figure 3 shows the syntax
of patterns ∈ Pat—our notion of values—and expressions ∈ Exp. We split
the set of patterns in two: first order patterns FOPat 3 fot ::= X | c fotn
where c ∈ DCn, and higher order patterns HOPat = Pat r FOPat . We also
make a distinction between different types of expressions: X en (n > 0) is a
variable application, c en (c ∈ DCm and n > m) is a junk expression and f en
(f ∈ FSm and n ≥ m) is an active expression. As a shortcut we write let∗
for any kind of let-expression letm, letpm or letp, and λtn.e for λt1 . . . λtn.e.
The set of variables—var(e)—and free variables—fv(e)—of an expression are
defined in the usual way. Notice that free variables in let-bindings are defined
as fv(let∗ t = e1 in e2 ) = fv(e1 )∪(fv(e2 )rvar(t)), corresponding to the fact
that we do not consider recursive let-bindings.

Figure 3 also shows the syntax of programs. A program rule is defined as
f tn → e where f ∈ FSn and tn is linear, i.e., every variable appears only once
in all the patterns. Program rules must also fulfill that fv(e) ⊆

⋃n
i=1 var(ti).

Therefore, extra variables—variables appearing only in the right-hand side
of a rule—are not considered in this work. A one-hole context is defined as
C ::= [ ] | C e | e C | λt.C | let∗ t = C in e | let∗ t = e in C. A data substitu-
tion θ ∈ PSub is a finite mapping from data variables to patterns: [Xn/tn].
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Data variables X, Y . . .
Constructor symbol c
Function symbol f

Non variable symbol h ::= c | f
Symbol s ::= X | c | f
Pattern t ::= X | c tn (c ∈ DCm and n ≤ m)

| f tn (f ∈ FSm and n < m)

Expression e ::= X | c | f | e1 e2
| λt.e (t linear)
| letm t = e1 in e2 (t linear)
| letpm t = e1 in e2 (t linear)
| letp t = e1 in e2 (t linear)

Program rule R ::= f tn → e (f ∈ FSn and t linear)
Program P ::= {R1, . . . , Rn}

Figure 3: Syntax of expressions and programs

Type variables α, β, γ, . . .

Simple type SType 3 τ ::= α | τ1 → τ2
| C τn with C ∈ T Cn

Type-scheme TScheme 3 σ ::= ∀αn.τ (n ≥ 0)

Figure 4: Syntax of types

Substitution application over data variables and expressions is defined in the
usual way.

2.2. Types

For the types we assume a denumerable set T V of type variables α and
a countable alphabet T C =

⋃
n∈N T C

n of type constructors C. The syntax
of simple types τ and type-schemes σ appears in Figure 4. As a shortcut
for τ1 → . . . → τn → τ we use τn → τ , or simply τ → τ if the number of
types is not relevant. The set of free type variables (ftv) of a simple type τ
is var(τ), and for type-schemes ftv(∀αn.τ) = ftv(τ) r {αn}. A type-scheme
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σ ≡ ∀αm.τn → τ is called transparent if ftv(τn) ⊆ ftv(τ), and closed if
ftv(σ) = ∅.

A set of assumptions A is a set of the form {sn : σn}. Notice that the
transparency of type-schemes for data constructors is not required in our set-
ting, although that hypothesis is usually assumed in classical Damas-Milner
type systems3. If (si : σi) ∈ A we write A(si) = σi. The set of free type vari-
ables for a set of assumptions is defined as ftv({sn : σn}) =

⋃n
i=1 ftv(σi). The

union of set of assumptions is denoted by ⊕ and it has the following meaning:
A ⊕ A′ contains all the assumptions in A′ as well as the assumptions in A
for those symbols not appearing in A′.

A type substitution π ∈ TSub is a finite mapping from type variables
to simple types [αn/τn]. The domain and variable range of a type substi-
tution π are defined as dom(π) = {α ∈ T V | απ 6= α} and vran(π) =⋃
α∈dom(π) var(απ). Application of type substitutions to simple types is de-

fined in the natural way, and for type-schemes consists in applying the substi-
tution only to their free variables. This notion is extended to set of assump-
tions in the obvious way. We say σ is an instance of σ′ if σ = σ′π for some π.
τ ′ is a generic instance of σ ≡ ∀αn.τ if τ ′ = τ [αn/τn] for some τn, and we write
it σ � τ ′. We extend � to a relation between type-schemes by saying that
σ � σ′ iff every simple type that is a generic instance of σ′ is also a generic
instance of σ. Therefore ∀αn.τ � ∀βm.τ [αn/τn] iff {βm} ∩ ftv(∀αn.τ) = ∅—
this alternative characterization is proved in [23]. Finally, τ ′ is a variant of
σ ≡ ∀αn.τ (σ �var τ ′) if τ ′ = τ [αn/βn] and βn are fresh type variables.

3. Type derivation

We propose an extension of the Damas-Milner type system [1] where the
task of giving a regular Damas-Milner type and the task of checking critical
variables are kept separated. For that we define two different type relations:
` and `•.

The basic typing relation ` in Figure 5 is similar to the classical Damas-
Milner system but extended to handle the different kinds of let-expressions
and the occurrence of patterns instead of variables in λ-abstractions and let-
expressions. The rule [Λ] deals with λ-abstractions λt.e by guessing some
types for the variables of the pattern t and using them to derive a type

3Non-transparent data constructors are allowed also in other extensions of Damas Mil-
ner system, like existential types [19, 20] or generalized algebraic data types [21, 22].
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[ID] A ` s : τ
if A(s) � τ

[APP]
A ` e1 : τ1 → τ
A ` e2 : τ1
A ` e1 e2 : τ

[Λ]
A⊕ {Xn : τn} ` t : τt
A⊕ {Xn : τn} ` e : τ
A ` λt.e : τt → τ

if {Xn} = var(t)

[LETm]

A⊕ {Xn : τn} ` t : τt
A ` e1 : τt

A⊕ {Xn : τn} ` e2 : τ2
A ` letm t = e1 in e2 : τ2

if {Xn} = var(t)

[LETh
pm]

A⊕ {Xn : τn} ` h t1 . . . tm : τt
A ` e1 : τt

A⊕ {Xn : τn} ` e2 : τ2
A ` letpm h t1 . . . tm = e1 in e2 : τ2

if {Xn} = var(h t1 . . . tm)
and h ∈ DC ∪ FS

[LETX
pm]

A ` e1 : τ1
A⊕ {X : Gen(τ1,A)} ` e2 : τ2
A ` letpm X = e1 in e2 : τ2

[LETp]

A⊕ {Xn : τn} ` t : τt
A ` e1 : τt

A⊕ {Xn : Gen(τn,A)} ` e2 : τ2
A ` letp t = e1 in e2 : τ2

if {Xn} = var(t)

Figure 5: Rules of the type system `
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Assuming A ≡ {snd : ∀α, β.α→ β → β} and A′ ≡ A⊕ {X : γ}

[Λ]

[APP]
(∗)

A⊕ {X : γ} ` snd X : bool→ bool
[ID]

A′ ` X : γ

A ` λ(snd X).X : (bool→ bool)→ γ

where the type derivation for (∗) is:

[APP]

[ID]
A′ ` snd : γ → bool→ bool

[ID]
A′ ` X : γ

A′ ` snd X : bool→ bool

Figure 6: Example of type derivation using `

for t and e. The rules [LETm] and [LETh
pm] are used to derive a type for

monomorphic let-expressions. They guess some types for the variables in
the pattern, and use them to derive a type for the pattern and the body of
the let-expression—notice that both types derived in the binding must be
the same. On the contrary, the rules [LETX

pm] and [LETp] derive types for
polymorphic let-expressions. To obtain this behavior, they use the closure or
generalization of a simple type τ wrt. a set of assumptions A [1, 23]—written
Gen(τ,A)—which generalizes all the type variables of τ that do not appear
free in A. Formally: Gen(τ,A) = ∀αn.τ where {αn} = ftv(τ)r ftv(A). The
rules [LETX

pm] and [LETp] behave as [LETm] and [LETh
pm], with the difference

that they use the generalization of the guessed types for the variables in the
pattern of the binding—instead of the guessed types directly—in order to
derive a type for the body of the let-expression. Notice that if two variables
are assigned the same type in the binding of a let-expression, this connection
can be lost after generalization. This fact can be seen with e2 in Example 2
(page 5) : although we can assign F and G the type α→ α (with α a variable
not appearing in A) the generalization step will assign both the type-scheme
∀α.α→ α, losing the connection between them.

As an example of the use of `, Figure 6 shows a type derivation for the
expression λ(snd X).X. We say that an expression e is well-typed wrt. `
and A—written wtA(e)—if A ` e : τ for some type τ .

The `• relation in Figure 7 uses ` and also enforces the absence of crit-
ical variables. To define the set of critical variables of an expression e—
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[P]
A ` e : τ
A `• e : τ

if critVarA(e) = ∅

Figure 7: Rule of the type system `•

critVarA(e)—we rely on the notion of opaque variable. As we have previ-
ously explained in Section 1, a variable is considered opaque in a pattern t if
its type cannot be univocally known from the type of t. We use type deriva-
tions to formalize this idea: a variable Xi is opaque in a pattern t when it
is possible to build a type derivation for t where the type assumed for Xi

contains type variables which do not occur in the type derived for the whole
pattern. Intuitively, if such variables exist, then it is possible to use different
instances of the type assumed for Xi (replacing only those variables) and
derive the same type for t. Therefore, given a fixed type for t, there are
different possible types for the variable Xi, so its type would not be fixed by
the type of the pattern. The formal definition is as follows.

Definition 1 (Opaque variable of t wrt. A). Consider a pattern t such
that wtA(t). We say that Xi ∈ {Xn} = var(t) is opaque wrt. A iff ∃τn, τ s.t.
A⊕ {Xn : τn} ` t : τ and ftv(τi) * ftv(τ). If Xi is not opaque, we say it is a
transparent variable of t wrt. A.

Example 3 (Opaque variables of t wrt. A).

• The variable X is opaque in the pattern snd X wrt. any set of assump-
tions A1 containing the usual type-scheme for snd : ∀α, β.α → β → β
(see Example 1, page 4) and any type assumption for X. It is clear that
wtA(snd X)—see Figure 6. However we can build the type derivation
A1 ⊕ {X : γ} ` snd X : bool → bool such that ftv(γ) = {γ} * ∅ =
ftv(bool→ bool).

• On the other hand, X is not opaque in the pattern snd [X, true]. It
corresponds to the intuition, since in this case the list in the pattern
univocally fixes the type of the variable X to bool. Consider a set of
assumptions A2 containing the usual type-schemes for snd and the list
constructors. Clearly wtA2⊕{X:bool}(snd [X, true]). Moreover, X : bool
is the only assumption for X that can be added to A2 in order to derive
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a type for snd [X, true], otherwise the subpattern [X, true] would be ill-
typed. Therefore any type derivation has to be of the shape A2⊕{X :
bool} ` snd [X, true] : τ , and obviously ftv(bool) = ∅ ⊆ ftv(τ), for any
τ .

We write opaqueVarA(t) for the set of opaque variables of t wrt. A. Now,
we can define the set of critical variables of an expression e wrt. A as those
variables that, being opaque in the pattern of a let-binding or λ-abstraction
of e, are indeed used in e. Formally:

Definition 2 (Critical variables).
critVarA(s) = ∅
critVarA(e1 e2) = critVarA(e1) ∪ critVarA(e2)
critVarA(λt.e) = (opaqueVarA(t) ∩ fv(e)) ∪ critVarA(e)
critVarA(let∗ t = e1 in e2)

= (opaqueVarA(t) ∩ fv(e2)) ∪ critVarA(e1) ∪ critVarA(e2)

Notice that if we write the function unpack of Example 1 (page 4) as
λ(snd X).X, it is well-typed wrt. ` using the usual type assumption for snd.
However it is ill-typed wrt. `• since X is a critical variable, i.e., it is an
opaque variable in snd X and it occurs in the body of the λ-abstraction.

The typing relation `• has been defined in a modular way in the sense that
the opacity check is kept separated from the regular Damas-Milner typing.
Therefore it is easy to see that if every constructor and function symbol in
program has a transparent assumption, then all the variables in patterns will
be transparent, and so `• will be equivalent to `. This happens in particular
for those programs using only first order patterns and whose constructor
symbols come from a Haskell (or Toy, Curry) data declaration.

3.1. Properties of the typing relations

The typing relations fulfill a set of useful properties. Here we use `? for
any of the two typing relations: ` or `•.

Theorem 1 (Properties of the typing relations).

a) If A `? e : τ then Aπ `? e : τπ, for any π ∈ TSub.

b) Let s be a symbol not occurring in e. Then A `? e : τ ⇐⇒ A ⊕ {s :
σ} `? e : τ , for any σ.

c) If A ⊕ {X : τx} `? e : τ and A ⊕ {X : τx} `? e′ : τx then A ⊕ {X :
τx} `? e[X/e′] : τ .
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d) If A⊕ {s : σ} ` e : τ and σ′ � σ, then A⊕ {s : σ′} ` e : τ .

Proof. A detailed proof can be found in page 51 in Appendix A.

Part a) states that type derivations are closed under type substitutions.
b) shows that type derivations for e depend only on the assumptions for the
symbols in e. c) is a substitution lemma stating that in any type derivation
we can replace any variable by an expression with the same type. Finally, d)
establishes that from a valid type derivation we can change the assumption
of a symbol to a more general type-scheme, and we still have a correct type
derivation for the same type. Notice that this is not true wrt. the typing
relation `• because a more general type can introduce opacity. For example
the variable X is opaque in snd X with the usual type for snd, but with a
more specific type such as bool→ bool→ bool it is no longer opaque.

3.2. Type preservation

Type preservation is a key property for type systems, meaning that eval-
uation does not change the type of an expression. This ensures that run-time
type errors will not occur. Type preservation is only guaranteed for well-typed
programs, a notion that we formally define now.

Definition 3 (Well-typed program). A program rule f t1 . . . tn → e is
well-typed wrt. A if A `• λt1 . . . λtn.e : τ and τ is a variant of A(f). A
program P is well-typed wrt. A if all its rules are well-typed wrt. A. If P is
well-typed wrt. A we write wtA(P).

Notice the use of the extended typing relation `• in the previous def-
inition. This is essential to achieve type preservation, as we will explain
later. Returning to Example 1 (page 4) we can see that the program is not
well-typed because of the rule unpack (snd X) → X, since λ(snd X).X is
ill-typed wrt. the usual type for snd, as we explained before.

Although the condition that the type of the lambda abstraction associated
to a rule must be a variant of the type of the function symbol (and not
a generic instance) might seem strange, it is also necessary to guarantee
type preservation. An example is given by the program P ≡ {not ′ true →
false, not ′ false → true} with the assumptions A ≡ {not ′ :: ∀α.bool → α}.
Clearly the type of both rules is bool → bool , which is a generic instance, but
not a variant of ∀α.bool → α. If the program P was accepted as well-typed,
type preservation would be violated, since we could reduce the well-typed
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Ψ(s) = s
Ψ(e1 e2) = Ψ(e1) Ψ(e2)

Ψ(letK X = e1 in e2) = letK X = Ψ(e1) in Ψ(e2), with K ∈ {m, p}
Ψ(letpm X = e1 in e2) = letp X = Ψ(e1) in Ψ(e2)

Ψ(letm t = e1 in e2) = letm Y = Ψ(e1) in letm Xn = fXn Y in Ψ(e2)

Ψ(letpm t = e1 in e2) = letm Y = Ψ(e1) in letm Xn = fXn Y in Ψ(e2)

Ψ(letp t = e1 in e2) = letp Y = Ψ(e1) in letp Xn = fXn Y in Ψ(e2)

for {Xn} = var(t) ∩ fv(e2), fXi
∈ FS 1 fresh projecting function defined

by the rule fXi
t→ Xi, Y ∈ DV fresh, t a non variable pattern.

Figure 8: Transformation rules of let-expressions with patterns

expression 1 + (not ′ true)—with type int—obtaining the ill-typed expression
1 + false.

For type preservation to be meaningful, a precise notion of evaluation
is needed. In this paper we consider and slightly adapt to our needs the
let-rewriting relation of [9], a modification of term rewriting able to deal
with HO syntax and let-bindings in a way that perfectly corresponds to the
call-time choice semantics of FLP systems as formalized by the HO-CRWL
semantic framework [8]. However, the original let-rewriting relation does
not support let-expressions with compound patterns. Instead of extending
the rules of let-rewriting with this feature we propose a transformation Ψ to
expressions with only variables as patterns in let-bindings (Figure 8). There
are various ways to perform this transformation, which differ in the strictness
of the pattern matching. We have chosen the alternative explained in [24]
that does not demand the matching if no variable of the pattern is needed,
but otherwise forces the matching of the whole pattern. This transformation
has been enriched to consider the different kinds of let-expressions in order
to preserve the types, as is stated in the following Theorem 2. Notice that
the transformation only produces letm and letp bindings, which are precisely
those accepted by the let-rewriting rules in Figure 9. Note also that letpm
bindings disappear, as for variable patterns they behave the same as letp
bindings, while for compound patterns they can be replaced by letm bindings
that still respect their monomorphic behavior. The following example shows
the result of applying the transformation Ψ to an expression:
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(Fapp) f t1θ . . . tnθ →l eθ, if (f t1 . . . tn → e) ∈ P and θ ∈ PSub

(LetIn) e1 e2 →l letm X = e2 in e1 X, if e2 is an active expression,
variable application, junk or let rooted expression, for X fresh.

(Bind) letK X = t in e →l e[X/t], if t ∈ Pat
(Elim) letK X = e1 in e2 →l e2, if X 6∈ fv(e2)

(Flatm) letm X = (letK Y = e1 in e2) in e3 →l letK Y =
e1 in (letm X = e2 in e3), if Y 6∈ fv(e3)

(Flatp) letp X = (letK Y = e1 in e2) in e3 →l letp Y = e1 in (letp X =
e2 in e3)
if Y 6∈ fv(e3)

(LetAp) (letK X = e1 in e2) e3 →l letK X = e1 in e2 e3, if X 6∈ fv(e3)

(Contx) C[e]→l C[e′], if C 6= [ ], e→l e′ using any of the previous rules

where K ∈ {m, p}

Figure 9: Higher order let-rewriting relation →l

Example 4 (Transformation Ψ). Consider the expression

e ≡ letpm [F,G] = [id, id] in (F true, G false)

In this case the result of the transformation Ψ(e) is

letm Y = [id, id] in letm F = fF Y in letm G = fG Y in (F true, G false)

where the projection functions fF and fG are defined as fF [F,G]→ F and
fG [F,G]→ G respectively.

Theorem 2 (Type preservation of the transformation Ψ). Assume A `• e : τ
and let P ≡ {fXn tn → Xn} be the rules of the projection functions needed
in the transformation of e according to Figure 8. Let also A′ be the set
of assumptions over these functions, defined as A′ ≡ {fXn : Gen(τXn ,A)},
where τXi

is the most general type such that A `• λti.Xi : τXi
. Then A⊕A′ `•

Ψ(e) : τ and wtA⊕A′(P).

Proof. By induction on the structure of e. A detailed proof can be found in
page 54 in Appendix A.
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Theorem 2 also states that the projection functions are well-typed. Then
if we start from a well-typed program P wrt. A and apply the transforma-
tion to all its rules, the program extended with the projections rules will be
well-typed wrt. the extended assumptions: wtA⊕A′(P ] P ′). This result is
straightforward, because A′ does not contain any assumption for the symbols
in P , so wtA(P) implies wtA⊕A′(P).

Regarding the rules for let-rewriting in Figure 9, they are as in the orig-
inal version in [9], except for the fact that we have added polymorphism
annotations to let-expressions and that the original (Flat) rule has been split
into two, one for each kind of polymorphism. Although both rules behave the
same from the point of view of values, the splitting is needed to guarantee
type preservation by ensuring a proper handling of polymorphism annota-
tions.

λ-abstractions are another feature that, being present in the type system,
is not supported by the let-rewriting relation of [9] nor in the underlying
HO-CRWL semantic framework [8]. In this case, since there is no general
consensus about the semantic and operational meanings of λ-abstractions
in the FLP setting, we have decided to keep things as they are, leaving λ-
abstractions out of programs and expressions in the technical results that
follow in the rest of the section.

Theorem 3 states the type preservation property for a let-rewriting step,
but its extension to any number of steps is trivial.

Theorem 3 (Type Preservation). If A `• e : τ , wtA(P) and P ` e →l e′

then A `• e′ : τ .

Proof. By case distinction over the rule of the let-rewriting relation used to
reduce e to e′. A detailed proof appears in page 57 in Appendix A.

For this result to hold it is essential that the definition of well-typed pro-
gram relies on `•. A counterexample can be found in Example 1—page 4—
where the program would be well-typed wrt. ` but the type preservation
property fails for and (cast 0) true.

The proof of the type preservation property is based on the following
lemma, an important auxiliary result about the instantiation of transparent
variables. Intuitively it states that if we have a pattern t with type τ and we
replace its variables by other expressions, the only way to obtain the same
type τ for the substituted pattern is by replacing the transparent variables
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with expressions of the same type. This is not guaranteed with opaque
variables, and that is why we forbid their use in expressions.

Lemma 1. Assume A ⊕ {Xn : τn} ` t : τ , where var(t) ⊆ {Xn}. If A `
t[Xn/tn] : τ and Xj is a transparent variable of t wrt. A then A ` tj : τj.

Proof. A detailed proof can be found in page 61 in Appendix A.

4. Type inference for expressions

The typing relation `• lacks some properties that prevent its usage as a
type checker mechanism in a compiler for a functional logic language. First,
in spite of the syntax-directed style, the rules for ` and `• have a bad oper-
ational behavior: at some steps they need to guess some types. Second, the
types related to an expression can be infinite due to polymorphism. Finally,
the typing relation needs all the assumptions for the symbols in order to
work. To overcome these problems, type systems usually are accompanied
with a type inference algorithm which returns a valid type for an expression
and also establishes the types for some symbols in the expression.

In this work we give a relational style to type inference in Figures 10
and 11, to show the similarities with the typing relations ` and `•. But
in essence, the inference rules represent an algorithm (similar to algorithm
W [1, 23]) which fails if any of the rules cannot be applied. This algorithm
accepts a set of assumptions A and an expression e, and returns a simple
type τ and a type substitution π. Intuitively, τ will be the “most general”
type which can be given to e, and π the “minimum” substitution we have
to apply to A in order to able to derive a type for e. Figure 12 contains an
example of type inference for the expression λ(snd X).X.

Although � is an effective inference procedure (it is based on unification)
the type inference �• uses the notion of critical variables. This notion relies
on opaque variables (Definition 1), which have a declarative definition de-
pendent on the existence of a certain type derivation that cannot be used as
an effective procedure. However, based on the soundness and completeness
of � wrt. ` (the following Theorems 4 and 5) it is possible to provide an
effective procedure for checking opacity of variables:

Proposition 1. Let t be a pattern such that wtA(t). Xi ∈ {Xn} = var(t) is
opaque wrt. A iff A⊕ {Xn : αn} � t : τg|πg and ftv(αiπg) * ftv(τg).
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[iID] A � s : τ |id if A(s) �var τ

[iAPP]

A � e1 : τ1|π1
Aπ1 � e2 : τ2|π2

A � e1 e2 : απ|π1π2π
if α is a fresh type variable and π = mgu(τ1π2, τ2 → α)

[iΛ]

A⊕ {Xn : αn} � t : τt|πt
(A⊕ {Xn : αn})πt � e : τ |π
A � λt.e : τtπ → τ |πtπ

if {Xn} = var(t) and αn are fresh type variables

[iLETm]

A⊕ {Xn : αn} � t : τt|πt
Aπt � e1 : τ1|π1

(A⊕ {Xn : αn})πtπ1π � e2 : τ2|π2
A � letm t = e1 in e2 : τ2|πtπ1ππ2

if {Xn} = var(t), αn are fresh type variables
and π = mgu(τtπ1, τ1)

[iLETX
pm]

A � e1 : τ1|π1
Aπ1 ⊕ {X : Gen(τ1,Aπ1)} � e2 : τ2|π2
A � letpm X = e1 in e2 : τ2|π1π2

[iLETh
pm]

A⊕ {Xn : αn} � h t1 . . . tm : τt|πt
Aπt � e1 : τ1|π1

(A⊕ {Xn : αn})πtπ1π � e2 : τ2|π2
A � letpm h t1 . . . tm = e1 in e2 : τ2|πtπ1ππ2

if h ∈ DC ∪ FS , {Xn} = var(h t1 . . . tm),
αn are fresh type variables and π = mgu(τtπ1, τ1)

[iLETp]

A⊕ {Xn : αn} � t : τt|πt
Aπt � e1 : τ1|π1

Aπtπ1π ⊕ {Xn : Gen(αnπtπ1π,Aπtπ1π)} � e2 : τ2|π2
A � letp t = e1 in e2 : τ2|πtπ1ππ2

if {Xn} = var(t), αn are fresh type variables
and π = mgu(τtπ1, τ1)

Figure 10: Inference rules for �
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[iP]
A � e : τ |π
A �• e : τ |π if critVarAπ(e) = ∅

Figure 11: Inference rule for �•

Assuming A ≡ {snd : ∀α, β.α→ β → β} and A′ ≡ A⊕ {X : γ}

[iΛ]

[iAPP]
(∗)

A⊕ {X : γ} � snd X : ε→ ε|π
[iID]

A′ � X : γ|id
A � λ(snd X).X : (ε→ ε)→ γ|π

where the type inference for (∗) is:

[iAPP]

[iID]
A′ � snd : δ → ε→ ε|id

[iID]
A′ � X : γ|id

A′ � snd X : ε→ ε|π

where π ≡ [δ/γ, ζ/ε→ ε] is the mgu of δ → ε→ ε and γ → ζ
γ, δ, ε and ζ are fresh type variables

Figure 12: Example of type inference using �

The following results establish the close relationship between type infer-
ence and type derivation. Theorem 4 shows that the type and substitution
found by the inference are correct, i.e., we can build a type derivation for the
same type if we apply the substitution to the assumptions.

Theorem 4 (Soundness of �?). A �? e : τ |π =⇒ Aπ `? e : τ

Proof. By induction on the size of the type inference A � e : τ |π. A detailed
proof can be found in page 62 in Appendix A.

Theorem 5 expresses the completeness of the inference process. If we can
derive a type for an expression applying a substitution to the assumptions,
then inference will succeed and will find a type and a substitution which are
the most general ones.

Theorem 5 (Completeness of � wrt. `). If Aπ′ ` e : τ ′ then ∃τ, π, π′′ such
that A � e : τ |π, Aππ′′ = Aπ′ and τπ′′ = τ ′.
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Proof. By induction over the size of the type derivation. A detailed proof
appears in page 63 in Appendix A.

A result similar to Theorem 5 cannot be obtained for �• because of
critical variables, as the following example 5 shows.

Example 5 (Inexistence of most general typing substitutions). Let
A ≡ {snd′ : α → bool → bool} and consider the following two valid deriva-
tions A[α/bool] `• λ(snd′ X).X : (bool → bool) → bool and A[α/int] `•
λ(snd′ X).X : (bool → bool) → int. It is clear that there is no substitution
more general than [α/bool] and [α/int] which makes possible a type deriva-
tion for λ(snd′ X).X. The only substitution more general than these two is
[α/β] (for some β), converting X in a critical variable.

In spite of this, we will see that �• is still able to find the most general
substitution when it exists. To formalize that, we will use the notion of Π•A,e,
which denotes the set collecting all type substitution π such that Aπ gives
some type to e.

Definition 4 (Typing substitutions of e). Π•A,e = {π ∈ TSub | ∃τ ∈
SType. Aπ `• e : τ}

Now we are ready to formulate our result regarding the maximality of �•.

Theorem 6 (Maximality of �•).

a) Π•A,e has a maximum element ⇐⇒ ∃τg, πg such that A �• e : τg|πg.
b) If Aπ′ `• e : τ ′ and A �• e : τ |π then a type substitution π′′ exists
such that Aπ′ = Aππ′′ and τ ′ = τπ′′.

Proof. The complete proof can be found in page 65 in Appendix A.

As a final comment about type inference, we remark that it can be used
to effectively compute the types of the projecting functions in Theorem 2.
This can be easily checked using Theorem 5 and the fact that the projecting
functions only extract transparent variables of the patterns.
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5. Type inference for programs

In the functional programming setting, type inference does not need to
distinguish between programs and expressions, because the program can be
incorporated in the expression by means of let-expressions and λ-abstractions.
This way, the results given for expressions are also valid for programs. But in
our framework it is different, because our semantics (let-rewriting) does not
support λ-abstractions and our let-expressions do not define new functions
but only perform pattern matching. Thereby in our case we need to provide
an explicit method for inferring the types of a whole program. By doing so,
we will also provide a specification closer to implementation.

The type inference procedure for a program takes a set of assumptions A
and a program P and returns a type substitution π. The set A must contain
assumptions for all symbols in the program, even for the functions defined
in P . We want to reflect the fact that in practice some defined functions
may come with an explicit type declaration. Indeed this is a frequent way
of documenting a program. Furthermore, type declarations are sometimes
a real need, for instance if we want the language to support polymorphic
recursion [25, 26]. Therefore, for some of the functions—those for which we
want to infer types—the assumption will be simply a fresh type variable, to
be instantiated by the inference process. For the rest, the assumption will
be a closed type-scheme, to be checked by the procedure.

Definition 5 (Type Inference of a Program). The procedure B for type
inference of a program {R1, . . . , Rm} is defined as:

B(A, {R1, . . . , Rm}) = π, if

1. A �• (ϕ(R1), . . . , ϕ(Rm)) : (τ1, . . . , τm)|π.

2. Let f 1 . . . fk be the function symbols of the rules Ri in P such that
A(f i) is a closed type-scheme, and τ i the type obtained for Ri in step
1. Then τ i must be a variant of A(f i).

ϕ is a transformation from rules to expressions defined as:

ϕ(f t1 . . . tn → e) = pair (λt1. . . . λtn.e) f

using the special constructor pair for “tuples” of two elements of the same
type, with type pair : ∀α.α→ α→ α.
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Example 6 (Type Inference of Programs).

• Consider the program P with rules {ugly true → true, ugly 0→ true}
and the set of assumptions A ≡ {ugly : ∀α.α → bool}. Our intuition
advises us to reject this program because the type of ugly expresses
parametric polymorphism, and the rules are not parametric but defined
for arguments whose types are not compatible. Using procedure B we
will first infer the type for the expression associated to the program,
getting

A �• (pair (λtrue.true) ugly, pair (λ0.true) ugly) :
(bool→ bool, int→ bool)|π

for some π that affects only type variables generated during the infer-
ence. Since ugly has a closed type-scheme in A then we will check that
the types bool→ bool and int→ bool inferred for its rules are variants
of ∀α.α → bool. This check will fail, therefore the procedure B will
reject the program.

• Consider the program P ≡ {and true X → X, and false X → false,
id X → X} and the set of assumptions A ≡ {and : β, id : ∀α.α →
α}. In this case we want to infer the type for and (instantiating type
variable β) and check that the type for id is correct. Using procedure
B, in the first step we infer the type for the expression associated to
the program:

A �• (pair (λtrue.λX.X) and, pair (λfalse.λX.false) and , pair (λX.X) id) :
(bool → bool → bool , bool → bool → bool , γ → γ)|π

where π ≡ [β/bool → bool→ bool]4. Therefore the type inferred for and
would be the expected one: bool → bool → bool. Since id has a closed
type-scheme in A then the second step will check the type inferred
γ → γ is a variant of ∀α.α → α. The check is correct, therefore B
succeeds with the substitution [β/bool → bool→ bool].

The procedure B has two important properties. It is sound: if the proce-
dure B finds a substitution π then the program P is well-typed with respect

4Note that the bindings for type variables which are not free in A have been omitted
here for the sake of conciseness.
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to the assumptions Aπ (Theorem 7). And second, if the procedure B suc-
ceeds it finds the most general typing substitution (Theorem 8). It is not
true in general that the existence of a well-typing substitution π′ implies the
existence of a most general one. A counterexample of this fact is very similar
to Example 5.

Theorem 7 (Soundness of B). If B(A,P) = π then wtAπ(P).

Proof. The complete proof appears in page 68 in Appendix A.

Theorem 8 (Maximality of B). If wtAπ′(P) and B(A,P) = π then ∃π′′ such
that Aπ′ = Aππ′′.

Proof. A detailed proof can be found in page 68 in Appendix A.

Notice that types inferred for the functions are simple types. In order to
obtain type-schemes we need an extra step of generalization, as discussed in
the next section.

5.1. Stratified Type Inference of a Program

It is known that splitting a program into blocks of mutually recursive
functions and inferring the types in order may reduce the need of providing
explicit type-schemes. This situation is shown in the next example.

Example 7 (Program Inference vs Stratified Inference).
A ≡ {true : bool, 0 : int, id : α, f : β, g : γ}
P ≡ {id X → X; f → id true; g → id 0}
P1 ≡ {id X → X}, P2 ≡ {f → id true}, P3 ≡ {g → id 0}

An attempt to apply the procedure B to infer types for the whole program
P fails because it is not possible for id to have types bool→ bool and int→
int at the same time. We will need to provide explicitly the type-scheme
for id : ∀α.α → α in order to the type inference to succeed, yielding types
f : bool → bool and g : int → int. But this is not necessary if we first infer
types for P1, obtaining δ → δ for id which will be generalized to ∀δ.δ → δ.
With this assumption the type inference for both programs P2 and P3 will
succeed with the expected types.

A general stratified inference procedure can be defined in terms of the
basic inference B. First, it calculates the graph of strongly connected com-
ponents from the dependency graph of the program, using e.g. Tarjan’s al-
gorithm [27]. Each strongly connected component will contain mutually de-
pendent functions. Then it will infer types for every component (using B) in
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topological order, generalizing the obtained types before following with the
next component.

Although stratified inference needs less explicit type-schemes, programs
involving polymorphic recursion still require explicit type-schemes in order
to infer their types.

6. A more relaxed typing relation

The type system of the previous sections accepts more programs as valid
than [13], but still avoids the bad consequences that opaque patterns may
have, as in the polymorphic casting in Example 1 (page 4). However, it
rejects some rules with opaque patterns which do not cause any problem
during evaluation, as we will see in the following examples. For simplicity, the
opaque patterns in the examples use only cont, a constructor with the non-
transparent type cont : ∀α.α → container . Notice that cont is an example
of an existential data constructor [19, 20], a notion closely related to opaque
patterns but with different motivations and possibilities, as we will discuss
in Section 7.1. The first example of harmless ill-typed rules is f1 (cont X)→
length [X], using common syntax and functions for lists. The variable X is
opaque in cont X, so the rule is ill-typed because X occurs in the right-hand
side and becomes critical. The type of X is not fixed by the type of the
pattern, however this is not a problem here because X is “used” in a context
where any type is valid: length [X]. Therefore the evaluation of length [X]
will be correct for any type for X, returning an int.

A slight modification of the previous example is given by f2 (cont (X :
Xs)) → length Xs , which would be also rejected because Xs is critical. Al-
though the type of cont (X : Xs) does not fix completely the type of Xs , it
fixes it partially: Xs must be a list of elements of some unknown type. There-
fore length Xs will not produce any pattern matching failure since length is
polymorphic and accepts lists of any type. In other words, the partial knowl-
edge of the type of Xs is enough to assure the absence of pattern matching
errors during evaluation. As before, the resulting type will be int regardless
of the type of the elements of the list.

A more involved example of this situation similar to f2 comes from exis-
tential types [20]:

Example 8 (getKey function).
A ≡ {mkKey : ∀α.α→ (α→ int)→ key , getKey : key → int}
P ≡ {getKey (mkKey X F )→ F X}
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The mkKey constructor contains an element of some unknown type and
a function from that type to integer numbers. The getKey function accepts
a key and returns the integer number resulting from applying the function
to the element of unknown type. This rule would be ill-typed in our type
system because both X and F are opaque variables—their types are α and
α → int resp. and the type of the pattern is key—and they appear in the
right-hand side, so they are critical. However it is clear that this function
will not produce any runtime error since the type of the mkKkey constructor
assures that the function—second argument of mkKey—accepts data of the
same type than the first element contained in the key.

A slightly different situation can be observed in the rule f3 (cont X) →
cont X. The variable X is opaque in cont X so the rule is ill-typed since X
appears in the right-hand side. However, f3 does not break type preservation
because we place that unknown element inside a new container which can
store anything, so its type is shadowed again.

Using the same technique as in f3, we could write a function for encoding
booleans and lists into strings (assuming that ++ concatenates strings):

Example 9 (code function).
A ≡ {cont : ∀α.α→ container , code : container → string}
P ≡ {code (cont true)→ “T”

code (cont false)→ “F”,
code (cont [ ])→ ”[ ]”,
code (cont (X : Xs))→

code (cont X ) ++ “ : ” ++ code (cont Xs)}

In this example, the code function uses the cont constructor to enclose
the argument, so it can accept booleans and lists. The first three rules
are well-typed, since they have not critical variables, but the fourth one is
ill-typed because both X and Xs are critical. However, the code function
does not produce any runtime error when encoding data involving lists and
booleans. For example we can encode the list [true], obtaining the reduction
code (cont (true : [ ]))→l∗ “T : [ ]”. If we encode data different from lists or
booleans—as code (cont 0 )—its evaluation will lead to a pattern matching
error since the code function is not defined for those data types. This can be
explained considering that code is in some sense a partial function, similar to
the well-typed head function which fails when applied to empty lists: head [ ].

The previous examples motivate to find a new typing relation covering
these functions while dealing safely with opaque patterns. The intuition that
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emerges from the examples is that not all the occurrences of opaque variables
in the right-hand side are problematic, only those that use parts of their type
which cause opacity. For instance, in the last rule for code both X and Xs has
a type variable α causing opacity—we say that α is an opacifying variable.
However this type variable is not used in the right-hand side because it is not
forced to be more specific, as X and Xs are applied to the cont constructor
which accepts an element of any type. Similarly, in the getKey function both
variables X and F are opaque because their types are α and α→ int resp.,
and α does not appear in the type of the pattern mkKey X F . However
this type variable causing opacity is not used in the right-hand side, since
the application F X does not force it to be more specific. Moreover, the
application F X is well-typed because it uses only the types partially known
from the pattern.

The intuitively well-behaved criterion shared by all the previous examples
is that opacifying type variables must not be used in right-hand sides of
function rules. Violating this criterion is risky for type preservation, as our
next examples show. Consider the rule g1 (cont X ) → not X with the
assumption g1 : container → bool . The type of X in the pattern is α,
and the type of the whole pattern is container , so α is an opacifying type
variable. However, X is forced to have type bool in the right-hand side. If
we allow this rule, we can make the reduction step g1 (cont 0 )→l not 0. It
is clear that the original expression is well-typed—with type bool—but the
resulting expression not 0 is ill-typed, so types are not preserved. Apart
from being more specific in the right-hand side, another use of opacifying
type variables that must be avoided is when they occur in the resulting type
of the rule, since this situation also compromises type preservation. This
corresponds to the intuition of a function returning a result whose type is
partially unknown. Consider a rule g2 (cont X ) → X with the assumption
g2 : ∀α.container → α. It is clear that g2 (cont true) can have any type, in
particular int. However if we reduce this expression we obtain true, which
cannot have type int but only bool . Therefore, putting g2 (cont true) in
a context expecting an integer, like 1 + g2 (cont true), gives a well-typed
expression, but reduction produces the ill-typed expression 1 + true. Notice
that it is always possible to find an example of loss of type preservation
regardless of the returning type in the assumption for g2: it will not preserve
types with any type assumption g2 : ∀αn.container → τ .

Notice that the explained restrictions about opacifying type variables—
not to be more specific in the right-hand sides of rules nor occur in the
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(ID◦) A `◦ s : τ
if A(s) � τ

(APP◦)

A `◦ e◦1 : τ1 → τ
A `◦ e◦2 : τ1

A `◦ e◦1 e◦2 : τ

(Λ◦)

A⊕ {Xn : αnπgπ} `◦ t : τgπ

A⊕ {Xn : αnπgπ} `◦ e◦ : τe

A `◦ λt.e◦ : τgπ → τe
if


A⊕ {Xn : αn} � t : τg|πg
dom(π) ⊆ ftv(τg)
ftv(τe) ∩OpacifyingVars = ∅
vran(π) ∩OpacifyingVars = ∅

where OpacifyingVars =
⋃n
i=1 ftv(αiπg) r ftv(τg) and {Xn} = var(t)

(LET◦m)

A `◦ e◦1 : τ1
A⊕ {X : τ1} `◦ e◦2 : τ2

A `◦ letm X = e◦1 in e
◦
2 : τ2

Figure 13: Rules of the relaxed type system

resulting type of the rule—are very similar to the restrictions of existential
types [19, 20]—Skolem constants cannot be instantiated nor escape from the
scope of a pattern match. However, due to its motivation in abstract data
types, existential types would reject some of the harmless examples in this
section, whereas the type system in the next section accepts all them as valid.
Moreover, a possible adaptation of existential types to our FLP setting would
have to deal with some problematic subtleties about HO patterns. To explain
these points, a detailed comparison of existential types and the type systems
in this paper can be found in Section 7.1.

6.1. Formalization of the relaxed type system

In this section we define a new type relation `◦ that formalizes the intu-
itions previously presented. Since we are basically interested in the behav-
ior of opacifying type variables during function application, for the sake of
conciseness we will focus on a subset of expressions that drops all the va-
riety of let-expressions. Therefore the new type system will only deal with
Exp◦ 3 e◦ ::= X | c | f | e◦1 e◦2 | letm X = e◦1 in e

◦
2 | λt.e◦. It is clear that

Pat ⊆ Exp◦ and Exp◦ ⊆ Exp.
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Figure 13 shows the rules of the typing relation `◦. This typing rela-
tion is a relaxation of `•: it allows the occurrence of opaque data variables
in right-hand sides of rules provided they use only the known part of the
type of those variables. To keep type safety, it is necessary to guarantee
the constraints over opacifying type variables explained in the previous sec-
tion. Regarding the rules (ID◦), (APP◦) and (LET◦m), they are the same as
the corresponding rules for the ` typing relation—see Figure 5 in page 10.
However, the rule dealing with λ-abstractions is responsible for avoiding the
problematic uses of opacifying type variables, so it has several conditions.
Unlike the type relation `•, where the type derivation for the λ-abstraction
(`) is kept separated from the check for critical variables, the (Λ◦) rule per-
forms the derivation and the check at the same time. The main steps for
deriving a type for a λ-abstraction remains the same: choose some type as-
sumptions for the variables in the pattern and use them to derive a type
for the pattern and the body. However, in order to avoid incorrect uses of
opacifying variables, not all type assumptions are valid now. The first step
is obtain the most general type assumptions for the data variables in the
pattern5—{Xn : αnπg}—and use them to compute the set of opacifying type
variables—

⋃n
i=1 ftv(αiπg) r ftv(τg). Then any instance—{Xn : αnπgπ}—of

those most general assumptions are valid provided the opacifying variables
are not changed. This is achieved by restricting dom(π) ⊆ ftv(τg). The
reason for not to change opacifying variables is to detect cases where the
right-hand side forces them to be more specific. In these situations, the
derivation of the right-hand side will fail since they appear as type variables
in the assumptions. This checks the first incorrect use of opacifying type
variables. The condition ftv(τe)∩OpacifyingVars = ∅ assures that no opaci-
fying type variable appears in the resulting type of the λ-abstraction, the
second incorrect use of opacifying variables. Finally, the technical condition
vran(π) ∩ OpacifyingVars = ∅ is set to ensure that substitution π does not
introduce opacifying variables, thus avoiding that harmless type variables
were replaced by types containing opacifying variables, therefore confusing

5Notice that we use � to compute those most general type assumptions for the data
variables, based on the completeness of � (Theorem 5, page 20). We could formalize
this rule with a more declarative flavor by using the most general types τn, τg such that
A⊕{Xn : τn} ` t : τg, where τn would take the place of αnπg. However, we have preferred
the use of � to keep the rule concise, as its meaning concerning most general types is
clear.
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opacifying variables and the rest.
Using the `◦ typing relation, the λ-abstractions associated to getKey and

code (all rejected with `•) are now well-typed. The following example shows
some of them:

Example 10 (Well-typed expressions wrt. `◦).

A) Let A be the set of assumptions defined as A ≡ {mkKey : ∀α.α →
(α → int) → key}. Then the λ-abstraction associated to the rule
getKey (mkKey X F )→ F X has type key → int :

(Λ◦)

A⊕ {X : α, F : α→ int} `◦ mkKey (X F ) : key
A⊕ {X : α, F : α→ int} `◦ F X : int

A `◦ λ(mkKey (X F )).F X : key → int

With π ≡ id all the conditions of the (Λ◦) rule hold:

1. A⊕ {X : α, F : β} � mkKey (X F ) : key |[β/α → int ], therefore
OpacifyingVars = {α}r ftv(key) = {α}

2. dom(π) = ∅ ⊆ ftv(key)

3. ftv(int) ∩OpacifyingVars = ∅
4. vran(π) ∩OpacifyingVars = ∅

B) If A contains the usual assumptions for list constructors/functions, the
cont constructor and the code function, then the λ-abstraction associ-
ated to the rule code (cont (X : Xs))→ e◦—where e◦ ≡ code (cont X)
++ “ : ” ++ code (cont Xs)—has type container → string :

(Λ◦)

A⊕ {X : α,Xs : [α]} `◦ cont (X : Xs) : container
A⊕ {X : α,Xs : [α]} `◦ e◦ : string

A `◦ λ(cont (X : Xs)).e◦ : container → string

All the conditions of the (Λ◦) rule hold taking π ≡ id:

1. A⊕{X : α,Xs : β} � cont (X : Xs) : container |[β/[α]], therefore
OpacifyingVars = {α}r ftv(container) = {α}

2. dom(π) = ∅ ⊆ ftv(container)

3. ftv(string) ∩OpacifyingVars = ∅
4. vran(π) ∩OpacifyingVars = ∅
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The interested reader may easily check that the functions f1–f3 previously
defined are also well-typed wrt. `◦.

The following example shows some ill-typed expressions wrt. `◦. In par-
ticular it shows the unpack function of Example 1 in page 4—causing the
polymorphic casting—and also the previously presented functions g1 and
g2—which break the type preservation property.

Example 11 (Ill-typed expressions wrt. `◦).

A) Consider A1 ≡ {snd : ∀α, β.α → β → β}. Then the λ-abstraction
λ(snd X).X—associated to the unpack rule—is ill-typed. In this case
the type inference for the pattern is A⊕{X : α} � snd X : β → β|id ,
so OpacifyingVars = {α} and by the second condition of the (Λ◦) rule,
dom(π) ⊆ {β}. Since π will not substitute α, then the type derivation
for the body of the λ-abstraction will be A ⊕ {X : α} `◦ X : α.
Therefore the third condition of the (Λ◦) rule will be violated, since
ftv(α) ∩OpacifyingVars = {α} ∩ {α} 6= ∅.

B) With A2 ≡ {cont : ∀α.α → container , not : bool → bool} the λ-
abstraction λ(cont X).not X associated to the rule g1 (cont X) →
not X is ill-typed. The reason is that the type inference in the first
condition is A⊕{X : α} � cont X : container |id , so OpacifyingVars =
{α} and by the second condition dom(π) ⊆ ftv(container) = ∅. There-
fore the substitution π can only be id . With the assumptions A⊕{X :
α} is not possible to derive a type for not X, since it needs X to have
type bool, so λ(cont X).not X is ill-typed.

C) With A2, the λ-abstraction λ(cont X ).X associated to g2 (cont X )→
X is also ill-typed. The reason is very similar to the case of unpack in
example A).

6.2. Properties of the relaxed type system

The new type relation `◦ has been devised as to accept some interest-
ing programs that `• rejects, but keeping the type preservation property: in
well-typed programs, reduction steps preserve types. We now prove that,
obtaining for `◦ a result similar to Theorem 3 in page 17. For the notion of
well-typed program—written wt◦A(P)—we simply replace `• by `◦ in Def-
inition 3 in page 14. Similarly, reductions are done with the let-rewriting
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relation of Figure 9 (page 16), but simplified taking into account that only
monomorphic let-expressions are considered here. Finally, as was already
done for Theorem 3, we assume that neither the program P nor the expres-
sion to be evaluated contain λ-abstractions.

Theorem 9 (Type Preservation). If wt◦A(P), A `◦ e◦1 : τ and e◦1 →l e◦2, then
A `◦ e◦2 : τ .

Proof. By case distinction over the applied let-rewriting rule. The complete
proof can be found in page 68 in Appendix A.

The typing relation `◦ suffers from a problem also present in `•: there
are expressions that do not have a most general typing substitution. The
Example 5 for `• (page 21) is also valid for `◦:

Example 12 (Inexistence of a most general typing substitution).
Consider A ≡ {snd′ : α → bool → bool} and the expression e◦ ≡

λ(snd′ X).X. Applying the substitution π1 ≡ [α/bool ] to A it is possible
to derive the type (bool → bool)→ bool for e◦:

(Λ◦)

Aπ1 ⊕ {X : bool} `◦ snd′ X : bool → bool
Aπ1 ⊕ {X : bool} `◦ X : bool

Aπ1 `◦ λ(snd′ X).X : (bool → bool)→ bool

The conditions of the (Λ◦) rule hold with π ≡ id :

1. Aπ1⊕{X : β} � snd′ X : bool → bool |[β/bool ], so OpacifyingVars = ∅
2. dom(π) = ∅ ⊆ ftv(bool → bool)

3. ftv(bool) ∩OpacifyingVars = ∅
4. vran(π) ∩OpacifyingVars = ∅

For similar reasons, it is possible to derive a type for e◦ applying π2 ≡
[α/int ] to A: Aπ2 `◦ λ(snd′ X).X : (bool → bool) → int . However there is
not a substitution more general than π1 and π2 which makes λ(snd′ X).X
well-typed. The only substitution more general than π1 and π2 is πg ≡
[α/γ] (for some γ), but applying this substitution to A the inference of the
first condition is: Aπg ⊕ {X : β} � snd′ X : bool → bool |[β/γ]. Then
OpacifyingVars = {γ} and by the second condition—dom(π) ⊆ ftv(bool →
bool) = ∅—π must be id . Therefore the derivation of the body of the λ-
abstraction will beAπg⊕{X : γ} `◦ X : γ, which violates the third condition:
ftv(γ) ∩OpacifyingVars = {γ} 6= ∅.
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This paper does not address a type inference procedure �◦ for the relaxed
type system. We discern two complications regarding this type inference
procedure. First, as Example 12 shows, any type inference procedure should
fail for those expressions not having a most general typing substitution, or
compute a substitution which is not most general. Although the lack of
principal types also occurs in `•, it introduces more complications in `◦
because the check for opacifying variables is interleaved into the inference
process—in contrast to �•, where the inference of types (�) is keep separated
from the check of critical variables. The other complication is the lack of
closure under arbitrary substitutions of `◦ in λ-abstractions:

Example 13 (`◦ is not closed under type substitutions). Consider a
set of assumptions A ≡ {snd : ∀α, β.α → β → β, f : β1 → β1, id : ∀α.α →
α} and the expression e◦ ≡ λ(snd (f X)).id . The type (β′ → β′)→ β′′ → β′′

is valid for e◦:

(Λ◦)

A⊕ {X : β1} `◦ snd (f X) : β′ → β′

A⊕ {X : β1} `◦ id : β′′ → β′′

A `◦ λ(snd (f X)).id : (β′ → β′)→ β′′ → β′′

where A ⊕ {X : γ1} � snd (f X) : β′ → β′|[γ1 7→ β1] and we took π ≡ id .
It is clear that the conditions about the opacifying variables ({γ1}) hold,
since vran(id) = ∅ and {γ1} ∩ ftv(β′′ → β′′) = ∅. However, taking the type
substitution π1 ≡ [β1 7→ δ, β′′ 7→ δ] we have that Aπ1 6`◦ λ(snd (f X)).id :
(β′ → β′) → δ → δ. Since Aπ1 ⊕ {X : γ2} � snd (f X) : β′2 → β′2|[γ2 7→
δ] ≡ π2, any possible derivation would have the shape:

(Λ◦)

Aπ1 ⊕ {X : γ2π2π} `◦ snd (f X) : β′ → β′

Aπ1 ⊕ {X : γ2π2π} `◦ id : δ → δ

Aπ1 `◦ λ(snd (f X)).id : (β′ → β′)→ δ → δ

The set opacifying variables is {δ} r {β′2} = {δ}, which violates the third
condition in the (Λ◦) rule: ftv(δ → δ) ∩ {δ} 6= ∅.

As the closure property is essential in the proof of soundness of classi-
cal type inference procedures—e.g. algorithm W [1], algorithm T [23], �
and �• in this paper, or even W∃ for existential types [20]—we strongly
believe that a type inference approach for `◦ using unification following the
ideas of these algorithms will not be sound. In contrast to type inference,
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we are convinced that type checking of programs is possible provided the
types of all symbols are given. We base our confidence in that problematic
situations—see Examples 12 and 13—only appear when the assumptions for
function symbols are not closed, as it is usual during type inference. How-
ever, if these types are closed and given by the programmer, the task of
type checking a program becomes easier. The design of a sound (and possi-
bly maximal) type inference procedure—following approaches different from
W—and a type checking mechanism for programs are considered as very
interesting topics of future work, since they are key aspects regarding the
integration of `◦ in FLP systems.

7. Discussion

7.1. Comparing existential types to `• and `◦

Existentially quantified types are useful when packing values and opera-
tions over those values [28, 19], as they allow to pack a value of some unknown
type together with functions which operate on that unknown type. Thus, the
value of unknown type can be seen as the representation of the data type,
whereas the functions can be seen as the interface of the data type. An
elegant way of allowing this programming pattern are existential data con-
structors [29, 20], which are widely accepted in current Haskell systems as
well as other FLP systems. They are basically data constructors that men-
tion type variables in its arguments that do not appear in the result type.
A typical example of such constructors is the mkKey constructor of arity
2 from Example 8 (page 25), which has type ∀α.α → (α → int) → key.
Noticeably both its arguments contain the type variable α, but its result
type key Regarding the logical meaning of functional types as implications,
the type of mkKey is equivalent to (∃α.α → (α → int)) → key , that is
from where the term existential applied to these constructors comes. In the
case of the mkKey constructor, the first argument is the concrete and un-
known representation, and the second one is a function that accepts a value
of that unknown representation and returns an integer. For example, (mkKey
[true,false] length) and (mkKey 3 inc)) are correct values of type key, while
(mkKey 1 not) and (mkKey [true] inc) are not. Values of type key can be seen
as different implementations of keys, and as they are just values, they are
first-class citizens that can be passed as functions parameters and returned
as functions results.
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Using existential data constructors—as formalized in [20]—the program
rule getKey (mkKey X F) → F X from Example 8 (page 25) has type
key → int . The reason to consider this rule well-typed is the same as in
Section 6: F X cannot produce any runtime type error since the mkKey
constructor guarantees that the function F accepts data of the same type
of X. However, there are two main restrictions that the use of existential
data constructors imposes. The first one is that an existentially quantified
type variable cannot go beyond the scope of the matching. For example, a
rule like f1 (mkKey X F ) → X must be rejected because we do not know
the exact type of X—it is existentially quantified, so we only know that is
has some type—and we cannot assign a type to the rule. The second restric-
tions is that existentially quantified variables cannot be forced to be a more
specific type. Thus, the rule f2 (mkKey X F ) → not X will be rejected,
as the existential type of X is forced to be bool. The same happens with
f3 (mkKey true F )→ false, as the first argument of mkKey—whose type is
existentially quantified—is forced to be bool. Considering these restrictions,
the formalization in [20] achieves a semantically sound type system and a
type inference algorithm—following the ideas of algorithm W in [1]—which
is sound and complete.

Comparing existential data constructors to the type systems presented
here, we conclude that `• and existential data constructors are not com-
parable (in terms of well-typed programs), whereas `◦ seems to be strictly
more general than existential data constructors. Regarding the first com-
parison, notice that the previous rule f3 (mkKey true F )→ false with type
f3 : key → bool is well-typed wrt. `• The reason is that the only opaque vari-
able is F , but as it does not appear in the right-hand side it is not critical.
However, as we have explained before, this rule is rejected in systems with
existential data constructors. A similar situation are the first two rules of
code in Example 9 (page 26). They are well-typed according `• (as they do
not contain any critical variable) but they are rejected using existential data
constructors. On the other hand, the getKey function from Example 8—
accepted by existential data constructors—is ill-typed wrt. `• as both F and
X are critical variables. Regarding the second comparison, we have checked
that typical examples of existential data constructors—as getKey or all the
examples in Section 4 of [20]—are accepted by `◦. However, the previous
rule f3 or the rules of code in Example 9 are rejected by existential data
constructors, although they are well-typed according `◦. Based on these
examples and the tighter treatment of Skolem constants compared to opaci-
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fying variables, we conjecture that `◦ is more general than existential data
constructors, although a formal proof is left as future work.

The observed differences between existential data constructors and the
type systems `• and `◦ can be explained by their different motivations. Ex-
istential data constructors pursue abstract data types, so they want to hide
implementations and force the use of interfaces. This is easily observed in
f3 (mkKey true F )→ false, which is rejected because it tries to inspect if the
internal representation of the key is the pattern true. This is different from
the goal pursued by `• and `◦, which want to solve an inherent type problem
of HO patterns while giving the maximum liberality possible. That is the
reason why the rule of f3 is accepted, because it does not break type preser-
vation. The expression f3 (mkKey true F ) is well-typed and is rewritten to
false in a type preserving way, while f3 (mkKey [1 , 2 ] F ) is well-typed but
cannot be rewritten using the rule for f3. The latter example can be viewed
as a point where the type system is sidestepped, as [1,2] is matched with true.
However, this matching does not break type preservation, and moreover, is
this ability of matching patterns of different types in opaque positions—as
the first argument of mkKey—that allow to write functions with a generic
behavior as code in Example 9 (page 26).

To conclude this comparison, we will remark some difficulties that arise
when applying existential data constructors directly to our FLP setting. In-
tuitively6, pattern matching introduces new distinct types—called Skolem
constants—for each existential type variable. For example, in the previously
introduced rule f2 (mkKey X F ) → not X, mkKey would be assigned the
type κ → (κ → int) → key (where κ is a fresh Skolem constant), so X
and F must have types κ1 and (κ → int) respectively. This explains why
not X is ill-typed (as X has type κ) and F X has type int. It also explains
that the rule f3 (mkKey true F ) → false was rejected, since the first ar-
gument of mkKey cannot have type bool but κ. This behavior is based on
the fact that patterns are composed by completely applied data constructors
and variables. Thus, given mkKey of type ∀α.α → (α → int) → key , the
quantified variable α must be replaced by a fresh Skolem constant in every
occurrence in a pattern. This rule is broken when considering partially ap-
plied constructor symbols, as is the case in our FLP setting. For example, in
the pattern mkKey X the type of X is completely fixed given the type of the

6According to the formalization in [20].
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whole pattern. Therefore, although mkKey is an existential data constructor,
the introduction of Skolem constants is only necessary when applied to two
arguments. This situation also happens with function symbols, which can be
used to build HO patterns in our setting: Skolem constants can be needed
or not depending on the number of arguments of the application.

Another difficulty that a direct adaptation of existential data constructors
must address concerns to a more practical aspect: type inference/checking
of programs. The introduction of Skolem constants relies on that types of
the symbols are known beforehand. This is easily achieved when patterns
are formed only by data constructors, as their type is given by the data
declaration. However, this cannot be guaranteed for function symbols, as
programs may not have explicit type signatures for them. A possible (and
sensible) solution for this problem could be to demand type signatures for
functions occurring in patterns. Notice that the inference relation �• does
not suffer from this problem, as it first perform a standard Damas-Milner
type inference and then it checks for the absence of critical variables using
the inferred types for the functions.

7.2. Is `◦ strictly more liberal than `•?
The design of the type system `◦ comes from a set of examples that,

being interesting in practice, were all rejected by `•. This might easily lead
to the conclusion that `◦ is more liberal, i.e., that every well-typed expression
wrt. `• is also well-typed wrt. `◦ (that was indeed our impression at a first
moment). However, this is not true in a technical sense, as the following
example shows.

Example 14 (Well-typed expression wrt. `• but ill-typed wrt. `◦).
Consider A ≡ {snd : ∀α, β.α → β → β, f : γ → γ → γ} and the expression
e◦ ≡ λ(snd (f X)).f . Clearly A `• e◦ : (bool → bool) → γ → γ → γ be-
cause A ` e◦ : (bool → bool)→ γ → γ → γ and critVarA(e◦) = ∅—since the
body of the λ-abstraction does not contain variables. However, e◦ is ill-typed
wrt. `◦. If we apply the (Λ◦) rule, the first condition forces a type inference
A⊕ {X : α} � snd (f X) : δ → δ|[α/γ], so OpacifyingVars = {γ} r {δ} =
{γ} and τg ≡ δ → δ. Since we want to derive a type τgπ ≡ bool → bool for
the pattern snd (f X), the substitution π must be [δ/bool ], which verifies
the second condition dom(π) = {δ} ⊆ ftv(δ → δ) = {δ}. Then, we have the
type derivation A ⊕ {X : γ} `◦ snd (f X) : bool → bool . As vran(π) = ∅,
it fulfills trivially the fourth condition. However, the third condition cannot
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be fulfilled. The only possible derivation for the body of the λ-abstraction
is A ⊕ {X : γ} `◦ f : γ → γ → γ—using the (ID◦) rule—but in this case
ftv(γ → γ → γ) ∩OpacifyingVars = {γ} 6= ∅.

The problem here is that the typing relation `◦ only checks opacifying
type variables, losing their link with data variables. In this example the type
of the body of the λ-abstraction is γ → γ → γ, which contains the type
variable γ assumed for X that does not appear in the type of the pattern, so
it is opacifying. However, this type variable γ does not come from the use of
the data variable X but of the function symbol f , so it does not cause any
actual problem in a reduction step.

For `◦ to be a relaxation of `• in a strict sense we would need to slightly re-
fine the (Λ◦) rule, in particular the third condition ftv(τe)∩OpacifyingVars =
∅, where ftv(τe) should be replaced by a finer notion of free type variables in τe
originated by data variables from t appearing in e◦. Alternatively, a simpler
approach to solve this problem could be allowing ftv(τe)∩OpacifyingVars 6= ∅
provided critVarA(λt.e◦) = ∅. Developing these ideas is left as future work.

Notice that Example 14 uses a function whose assumption contains free
type variables: f : γ → γ → γ. Otherwise, using f : ∀γ.γ → γ → γ
the expression λ(snd (f X)).f would be well-typed wrt. `◦. We strongly
conjecture that for closed set of assumptions `◦ is indeed a relaxation of `•,
i.e., if A is closed and A `• e◦ : τ then A `◦ e◦ : τ . A consequence of
this conjecture is that wtA(P) implies wt◦A(P) when A is closed, a condition
usually assumed in practice when checking program well-typedness.

7.3. The systems `• and `◦ as conservative extensions of Damas-Milner

The type systems `• and `◦ make a technical treatment of critical vari-
ables and opacifying variables resp. in order to support opaque patterns
safely from the point of view of type preservation. However, when opaque
patterns are not present in programs, `• and `◦ behave like the classical
Damas-Milner type system (i.e., like `). This happens when programs con-
tain only FO patterns and all constructor symbols have transparent type
assumptions, the usual situation in Damas-Milner. This justifies to consider
them as conservative extensions of Damas-Milner.

It is easy to check that with the limitations of FO patterns and trans-
parent constructors, there cannot be opaque variables in patterns. Therefore
there are not critical variables in expressions either, and `• is the same as
`. On the other hand, the rules of `◦ are a subset of the rules of `, that
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only differs in the treatment of λ-abstractions. Under the mentioned lim-
itations it is clear that patterns in λ-abstractions will not have opacifying
type variables: all type variables inferred for data variables will appear in
the type of the pattern. If there are not opacifying variables the third and
fourth point of rule [Λ◦] in Figure 13 hold trivially. However, the first and
second points are more technically involved. To show this case consider a
well-typed λ-abstraction wrt. `:

[Λ]

A⊕ {Xn : τn} ` t : τt
A⊕ {Xn : τn} ` e : τ

A `◦ λt.e : τt → τ

From the completeness of � (Theorem 5, page 20) we know that there
exists a type inference A ⊕ {Xn : αn} � t : τg|πg (first point) and a type
substitution π such that τgπ = τt and αiπgπ = τi for any i ∈ [1..n]. Since
there are not opacifying variables then

⋃n
i=1 ftv(αiπg) ⊆ ftv(τg), so dom(π) ⊆

ftv(τg) (second point). Therefore, in this restricted scenario `◦ is also the
same as `.

7.4. Parametricity

The notion of parametricity of a type system was introduced by Reynolds
in [30]. The basic idea of parametricity is that the polymorphic type variables
in the types of function symbols cannot be instantiated in the left-hand
side of program rules. For example, for a function f : ∀α.[α] → [α], the
program rule f [true] → true breaks parametricity because in its left-hand
side the type bool has replaced the polymorphic variable α in the type for f .
This way parametricity puts limits to the inspection of function arguments
that is performed during the pattern matching process: any function with
the same type as function f above would be able to inspect the structure
of its argument list, corresponding to the type constructor [ ], but would
not be allowed to inspect the elements of that list, corresponding to the
polymorphic variable α. Hence functions with that type will only return
some rearrangement of the input list, maybe dropping or duplicating some
of its elements but never introducing new elements.

In [31] Wadler used parametricity to derive his famous “Theorems for
free”, which are equational rules for expressions based on the polymorphic
types of the functions they include. That work was originally developed for
the framework of polymorphic λ-calculus, and therefore its applicability to
actual FP languages with lazy evaluation, unbounded recursion and other
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practical features is limited, so free theorems must be weakened with ad-
ditional conditions in order to recover soundness [31, 32, 18, 33]. Things
get even worse in the FLP setting, as non-determinism invalidates not only
free theorems but also equational rules for concrete functions that hold in a
deterministic setting [34].

Although the applicability of free theorems is limited in practical FP
and FLP languages, in any case in [32, 18, 33, 34], where Damas-Milner
typing is used, the basic principle of parametricity still holds. in a typi-
cal use of parametricity we can state that only two extensionally different
functions with type ∀α.α → bool can be defined in Haskell, those corre-
sponding to const true and const false—using const function from Haskell’s
prelude—because parametricity forbids the inspection of the polymorphic
argument. On the other hand, in our setting not only free theorems but
the more fundamental notion of parametricity is lost. The point is that,
through the use of cont (as defined in Section 6) and other opaque patterns,
in our type systems we can define an infinite number of extensionally differ-
ent functions with that type, like for example the function g in the program
{g X → h (cont X), h (cont [ ]) → true, h (cont (X : Xs)) → false}, with
g : ∀α.α → bool, h : container → bool and cont : ∀α.α → container, which
is accepted both by `• and `◦. In this case the break of parametricity is less
apparent because the polymorphic variable α which is replaced by [β] in the
rules is hidden in the type for h by the opacity of cont . As a consequence free
theorems are invalidated by the lack of parametricity but, as free theorems
were already heavily compromised by non-determinism, this has a limited
impact in the FLP setting.

We remark that all these new problems about parametricity do not ap-
pear in programs where opaque patterns are absent, since in that case our
type system coincides with Damas-Milner. This contrasts with [15], where
we proposed another type system that breaks parametricity even further. In
that work the instantiation of polymorphic type variables is allowed to be
performed not only in opaque patterns but in any pattern of the program.
This leads to a very liberal type system that restricts the programs only as
needed to ensure type preservation, almost reaching the limit of permissive-
ness, but where, conversely, type annotations are needed for every function
of the program as no type inference procedure for programs is available.
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8. Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper we have proposed a type system for functional logic lan-
guages based on Damas-Milner type system. As far as we know, prior to our
work only [13] treats with technical detail a type system for functional logic
programming. Our paper makes clear contributions when compared to [13]:

• By introducing the notion of critical variables, we are more liberal in
the treatment of opaque data variables, but still preserving the essential
property of type preservation; moreover, this liberality extends also to
data constructors, dropping the traditional restriction of transparency
required to them. This is somehow similar to what happens with ex-
istential types [19, 20] or generalized algebraic data types [22, 35], a
connection that we plan to further investigate in the future.

• We propose also a variant of the type system that moves the emphasis
from opaque data variables to type variables causing opacity. This
turns out to lead to a wider range of practical examples which make a
type-safe use of opaque variables.

• Our type system considers local pattern bindings and λ-abstractions
(also with patterns), that were missing in [13]. In addition to that, we
have made a rather exhaustive analysis and formalization of different
possibilities for polymorphism in local bindings.

• Type preservation was proved in [13] wrt. a narrowing calculus. Here
we do it wrt. a small-step operational semantics closer to real compu-
tations [9], although, as in [13], λ-abstractions are not considered by
the operational semantics and the type preservation results.

• In [13] programs came with explicit type declarations. Here we provide
algorithms for inferring types for programs without such declarations
that can become part of the typing stage of a FL compiler.

• We have implemented and integrated into a branch of the system
Toy7 [2] the stratified inference procedure presented in Section 5. Since
the system is a rapid prototype directly based on actual Toy, adopt-
ing in particular its syntax, it presents some minor differences with

7Available at http://gpd.sip.ucm.es/Toy2SafeOpaquePatterns
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the type system presented here: it only supports monomorphic where
declarations instead of the variety of let-bindings of Section 1.2, and
it does not provide syntactic support for defining constructors with
non-transparent types.

We have in mind several lines for future work. We plan to complete the
mentioned branch of the Toy system adding support for the different kinds of
let-expressions and non-transparent constructors. We also plan to refine the
relaxed typing relation `◦ to be a strict generalization of `•, and develop for
`◦ effective type checking/inference procedures in order to be integrated into
the system. In this respect, it could be interesting to characterize our type
systems as instances of the HM(X) scheme presented in [36], a nice frame-
work into which different extensions of Hindley-Milner system can be fit. In
particular, expressing `◦ as an instance of HM(X)—and proving that the
underlying constraint system fulfills some properties—will provide a sound
and complete type inference algorithm for free.

The type systems and the results in the paper apply to programs with-
out extra variables (variables occurring only in right hand sides of rules)
and with reductions performed by let-rewriting. The range of applicability
is wide, since it is known that in some semantic sense extra variables can be
dispensed from programs [37, 38]. Still, programming with extra variables
and using narrowing instead of rewriting are important practical and theo-
retical features of functional logic programming [4, 39]. Therefore we want
to investigate how our type systems and results extend to cope with those
features, where narrowing is realized by means of let-narrowing reductions
of [9], and taking into account known problems [13, 40] in the interaction of
HO narrowing and types. We have achieved some first results in [41].
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Appendix A. Detailed proofs for the results

This section contains detailed proofs for all the results in the paper. In
some proofs, we have shortened or omitted some cases for the sake of con-
ciseness. However, in these cases the complete proof can be found in [43].

In this section we use some standard operations over type substitutions.
Given a set of type variables T ⊆ T V , the notation π|T represents the substi-
tution π restricted to T . The simultaneous composition of π1 and π2—denoted
as π1 + π2—is well defined only when dom(π1) ∩ dom(π2) = ∅:

α(π1 + π2) =

{
απ1 if α ∈ dom(π1)
απ2 otherwise

The following two results are easy remarks about type inference/derivation
that will be used in several proofs.

Remark 1.
If A ⊕ {Xn : τn} ` e : τ then we can assume that A ⊕ {Xn : αn} � e : τ ′|π
such that Aπ = A.

Explanation. Intuitively, the inference finds the most general type substitu-
tion that must be applied to the set of assumptions in order to derive a type
for the expression. In this case it is possible to derive a type using A so the
type substitution π from the inference would not need to affect A, just only
αn and the fresh variables generated during inference.
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Remark 2.
Any type derivation A ` e : τ contains a type derivation for every subex-
pression e′ of e. That is, the derivation will have a part of the tree rooted by
A ⊕ {Xn : τn} ` e′ : τ ′, being τ ′ a suitable type for e′, and being {Xn : τn}
a set of assumptions over variables in e which have been introduced by the
rules [Λ], [LETm], [LETXpm], [LET hpm] or [LETp].

If the expression is a pattern, the set of assumptions {Xn : τn} will be empty
because the only rules used to type a pattern are [ID] and [APP ].

Appendix A.1. Proof for Proposition 1

Proposition 1
Let t be a pattern such that wtA(t). Xi ∈ {Xn} = var(t) is opaque wrt. A iff
A⊕ {Xn : αn} � t : τg|πg and ftv(αiπg) * ftv(τg).

Proof.

=⇒ Since Xi is opaque then there are τn, τ such that A⊕{Xn : τn} ` t : τ
and ftv(τi) * ftv(τ). This type derivation can be written as (A ⊕
{Xn : αn})[αn/τn] ` t : τ , so by Theorem 5 A ⊕ {Xn : αn} � t : τg|πg
and there exists some π′′ ∈ TSub s.t. τgπ

′′ = τ , Aπgπ′′ = A and
αiπgπ

′′ = τi. To prove

ftv(τi) * ftv(τ) =⇒ ftv(αiπg) * ftv(τg)

we prove the equivalent implication

ftv(αiπg) ⊆ ftv(τg) =⇒ ftv(τi) ⊆ ftv(τ)

which is trivial since αiπgπ
′′ = τi and τgπ

′′ = τ .

⇐= By Theorem 4 (A ⊕ {Xn : αn})πg ` t : τg, and ftv(αiπg) * ftv(τg).
Since wtA(t) then by Remark 1 Aπg = A, so A⊕ {Xn : αnπg} ` t : τg.
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Appendix A.2. Proof for Theorem 1

In order to prove Theorem 1 we first need to prove some remarks and aux-
iliary lemmas. The following remark relates free type variables and generic
instances.

Remark 3.
If σ ≡ ∀αn.τ � σ′ then ftv(σ) ⊆ ftv(σ′).

Proof. It is clear from the alternative characterization of generic instance
(Section 2). Let α be an arbitrary type variable in ftv(σ), i.e., α ∈ var(τ) r
{αn}. Then α /∈ dom([αn/τn]) and α /∈ {βm}. Therefore α ∈ var(τ [αn/τn])r
{βm} = ftv(σ′).

The following lemma states that if type inference of an expression e suc-
ceeds with Aπ, then type inference for e also succeeds with A. Moreover,
there is a precise relationship between the types and substitutions found in
both cases.

Lemma 2.
If Aπ � e : τ1|π1 then ∃τ2 ∈ SType, π2 π′′ ∈ TSub s.t. A � e : τ2|π2 and
τ2π
′′ = τ1 and Aπ2π′′ = Aππ1.

Proof. By Theorem 4 A(ππ1) ` e : τ1. Then applying Theorem 5 A � e :
τ2|π2 and there exists a type substitution π′′ ∈ TSub such that τ2π

′′ = τ1 and
Aπ2π′′ = Aππ1.

The following is an important result used to prove that type derivations
`• are closed under type substitutions—part a) of Theorem 1. It states that
if a pattern t has type with A and Aπ (for some assumptions for its variables)
then the opaque variables wrt. Aπ are a subset of the opaque variables wrt.
A, i.e., they decrease under application of substitutions.

Lemma 3 (Decrease of opaque variables).
If A⊕ {Xn : τn} ` t : τ and Aπ ⊕ {Xn : τ ′n} ` t : τ ′ then opaqueVarAπ(t) ⊆
opaqueVarA(t).

Proof. Since opaqueVarA(t) = var(t)rtranspV arA(e), then opaqueVarAπ(t)
⊆ opaqueVarA(t) is the same as transpV arA(t) ⊆ transpV arAπ(t). Then we
have to prove that if a variable Xi of t is transparent wrt. A then it is also
transparent wrt. Aπ.
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A⊕ {Xn : τn} is the same as A⊕ {Xn : αn}[αn/τn], so by Theorem 5 we
have that A⊕{Xn : αn} � t : τ1|π1. Then the transparent variables of t will
be those Xi such that ftv(αiπ1) ⊆ ftv(τ1).
Aπ ⊕ {Xn : τ ′n} is the same as (A⊕ {Xn : αn})π[αn/τ ′n], because we can

assume that the variables αn do not appear in π. Then by Theorem 5 (A⊕
{Xn : αn})π � t : τ2|π2, and by Lemma 2 there exists a type substitution π′′

such that (A⊕ {Xn : αn})ππ2 = (A⊕ {Xn : αn})π1π′′ and τ2 = τ1π
′′.

Therefore every data variable Xi which is transparent wrt. A will be also
transparent wrt. Aπ, because:

ftv(αiπ1) ⊆ ftv(τ1) Xi is transparent wrt. A
ftv(αiπ1π

′′) ⊆ ftv(τ1π
′′)

ftv(αiππ2) ⊆ ftv(τ2) Xi is transparent wrt. Aπ

The following lemma states that given an expression e without critical
variables, if you replace in e a variable by any other expression without critical
variables, then the resulting expression has not critical variables either.

Lemma 4.
If critVarA(e) = ∅ and critVarA(e′) = ∅ then critVarA(e[X/e′]) = ∅.

Proof. Straightforward by induction over the structure of e.

The next lemma states that if all fresh variables (wrt. a set of assumptions
A) of a simple type τ do not appear in a type substitution π, then general-
izing τ wrt. A and applying π is the same as generalizing the type with the
substitution applied (τπ) wrt. the set of assumptions with the substitution
applied (Aπ).

Lemma 5.
Let A be a set of assumptions, τ a type and π ∈ TSub such that for every type
variable α which appears in τ and does not appear in ftv(A) then α /∈ dom(π)
and α /∈ vran(π). Then (Gen(τ,A))π = Gen(τπ,Aπ).

Proof. We will study what happens with a type variable α of τ in both cases
(types that are not variables are not modified by the generalization step).
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• α ∈ ftv(τ) and α ∈ ftv(A). In this case it cannot be generalized in
Gen(τ,A), so in (Gen(τ,A))π it will be transformed into απ. Because
α ∈ ftv(A), then all the variables in απ are in ftv(Aπ) and they cannot
be generalized. Therefore in Gen(τπ,Aπ) α will also be transformed
into απ.

• α ∈ ftv(τ) and α /∈ ftv(A). In this case α will be generalized in
Gen(τ,A), and as π does not affect a generalized variable, it will remain
in (Gen(τ,A))π. Because α is not in dom(π), then απ = α. Since
α /∈ vran(π) and α /∈ ftv(A) then it cannot appear in Aπ, so α will
also be generalized in Gen(τπ,Aπ).

With the previous results we can now prove Theorem 1.

Theorem 1 (Properties of the typing relations)

a) If A `? e : τ then Aπ `? e : τπ, for any π ∈ TSub.

b) Let s be a symbol not occurring in e. Then A `? e : τ ⇐⇒ A ⊕ {s :
σ} `? e : τ , for any σ.

c) If A ⊕ {X : τx} `? e : τ and A ⊕ {X : τx} `? e′ : τx then A ⊕ {X :
τx} `? e[X/e′] : τ .

d) If A⊕ {s : σ} ` e : τ and σ′ � σ, then A⊕ {s : σ′} ` e : τ .

Proof.
a.1) If A ` e : τ then Aπ ` e : τπ
We prove it by induction over the size of the type derivation A ` e : τ . The
only interesting cases are [LETX

pm] and [LETp]

• [LETX
pm] The derivation will be of the form

[LETX
pm]

A ` e1 : τx A⊕ {X : Gen(τx,A)} ` e2 : τ

A ` letXpm X = e1 in e2 : τ

First, we create a substitution π′ that maps the variables of τx which
do not appear in ftv(A) to fresh variables which are not in ftv(A)
and do not occur in dom(π) nor in rng(π). Then by the Induction
Hypothesis Aπ′ ` e1 : τxπ

′. Since π′ does not contain in its domain any
variable in ftv(A), then Aπ′ = A and A ` e1 : τxπ

′. π′ only replaces
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variables which do not appear in A by variables which are not in A
either, so Gen(τx,A) = Gen(τxπ

′,A). Then A⊕ {X : Gen(τxπ
′,A)} `

e2 : τ is a valid derivation, and by the Induction Hypothesis we have
(A⊕{X : Gen(τxπ

′,A)})π ` e2 : τπ, which is the same that Aπ⊕{X :
Gen(τxπ

′,A)π} ` e2 : τπ. By construction of π′ we know that for
every variable of τxπ

′ which does not appear in A it will not be in
dom(π) nor in rng(π). Then we can apply Lemma 5 and we have that
Aπ ⊕ {X : Gen(τxπ

′π,Aπ)} ` e2 : τπ. By the Induction Hypothesis
over A ` e1 : τxπ

′ we obtain Aπ ` e1 : τxπ
′π. With this information

we can construct a derivation

[LETX
pm]

Aπ ` e1 : τxπ
′π Aπ ⊕ {X : Gen(τxπ

′π,Aπ)} ` e2 : τπ

Aπ ` letXpm X = e1 in e2 : τπ

• [LETp] Similar to the [LETX
pm] case, but instead of having to handle

one single τx we need to handle a set of τn.

a.2) If A `• e : τ then Aπ `• e : τπ
By definition of `• we know that A ` e : τ and critVarA(e) = ∅. Then by
Theorem 1-a Aπ ` e : τπ. The fact that critVarAπ(e) = ∅ follows easily from
the decrease of opaque variables stated in Lemma 3

b.1)Let be s a symbol which does not appear in e. Then A ` e : τ ⇐⇒
A⊕ {s : σs} ` e : τ .

Both directions are proved easily by induction over the size of the deriva-
tion tree.

b.2) Let be s a symbol which does not appear in e, and σs any type-
scheme. Then A `• e : τ ⇐⇒ A⊕ {s : σs} `• e : τ .

=⇒) By definition of A `• e : τ , A ` e : τ and critVarA(e) = ∅. Since s
does not occur in e, Theorem 1-b ensures that A ⊕ {s : σs} ` e : τ .
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It is clear that critVarA⊕{s:σs}(e) = ∅ because the opaque variables in
the patterns will not change by adding the new assumption. Therefore
A⊕ {s : σs} `• e : τ .

⇐=) By definition of A ⊕ {s : σs} `• e : τ , A ⊕ {s : σs} ` e : τ and
critVarA⊕{s:σs}(e) = ∅. s does not appear in e, so by Theorem 1-b we
have A ` e : τ . As in the previous case the critical variables of e will
not change by deleting an assumption which is not used, so A `• e : τ .

c.1) If A ⊕ {X : τx} ` e : τ and A ⊕ {X : τx} ` e′ : τx then
A⊕ {X : τx} ` e[X/e′] : τ .

Easily by induction over the size of the expression e.

c.2) If A ⊕ {X : τx} `• e : τ and A ⊕ {X : τx} `• e′ : τx then
A⊕ {X : τx} `• e[X/e′] : τ .

From the definition of `• we know that A ⊕ {X : τx} ` e : τ , A ⊕ {X :
τx} ` e′ : τx, critVarA⊕{X:τx}(e) = ∅ and critVarA⊕{X:τx}(e

′) = ∅. Then by
Theorem 1-c A ⊕ {X : τx} ` e[X/e′] : τ . By Lemma 4 we also know that
critVarA⊕{X:τx}(e[X/e

′]) = ∅, so by definition A⊕ {X : τx} `• e[X/e′] : τ .

d) If A⊕ {s : σ} ` e : τ and σ′ � σ, then A⊕ {s : σ′} ` e : τ .

By induction over the size of the derivation tree. All the cases are straight-
forward with the exception of [LETX

pm] and [LETp]. Since they are pretty
similar, we only explain the [LETX

pm] case:

[LETX
pm] We assume that s 6= X. The type derivation takes the form:

[LETX
pm]

A⊕ {s : σ} ` e1 : τx
(A⊕ {s : σ})⊕ {X : Gen(τx,A⊕ {s : σ})} ` e2 : τ

A⊕ {s : σ} ` letpm X = e1 in e2 : τ
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By the Induction Hypothesis we have A ⊕ {s : σ′} ` e1 : τx. As
σ′ � σ then by Remark 3 ftv(σ′) ⊆ ftv(σ). Therefore ftv(A ⊕ {s :
σ′}) = ftv(As) ∪ ftv(σ′) ⊆ ftv(As) ∪ ftv(σ) = ftv(A ⊕ {s : σ}),
being As the result of deleting from A any assumption for the sym-
bol s. With this information it is clear that Gen(τx,A⊕ {s : σ′}) �
Gen(τx,A⊕ {s : σ}) because more variables could be generalized in
Gen(τx,A⊕ {s : σ′}). Then by the Induction Hypothesis (A ⊕ {s :
σ}) ⊕ {X : Gen(τx,A⊕ {s : σ′})} ` e2 : τ . As s 6= X then we can
change the order of the assumptions and obtain a derivation (A⊕{X :
Gen(τx,A⊕ {s : σ′})}) ⊕ {s : σ} ` e2 : τ . Again by the Induction
Hypothesis (A ⊕ {X : Gen(τx,A⊕ {s : σ′})}) ⊕ {s : σ′} ` e2 : τ .
Therefore:

[LETX
pm]

A⊕ {s : σ′} ` e1 : τx
(A⊕ {s : σ′})⊕ {X : Gen(τx,A⊕ {s : σ′})} ` e2 : τ

A⊕ {s : σ′} ` letpm X = e1 in e2 : τ

Appendix A.3. Proof for Theorem 2

In order to prove Theorem 2 we use the following easy remark:

Remark 4.
If ftv(A) = ftv(A′) then Gen(τ,A) = Gen(τ,A′)

Theorem 2 (Type preservation of the let transformation)

Assume A `• e : τ and let P ≡ {fXn tn → Xn} be the rules of the
projection functions needed in the transformation of e according to Figure
8. Let also A′ be the set of assumptions over these functions, defined as
A′ ≡ {fXn : Gen(τXn ,A)}, where τXi

is the most general type such that A `•
λti.Xi : τXi

. Then A⊕A′ `• Ψ(e) : τ and wtA⊕A′(P).

Proof. By structural induction over the expression e. The interesting cases
are those for let-expressions containing compound patterns:

• letm t = e1 in e2) In this case the original type derivation is:
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[LETm]

A⊕ {Xn : τn} ` t : τt
A ` e1 : τt

A⊕ {Xn : τn} ` e2 : τ

A ` letm t = e1 in e2 : τ

It is easy to see that if A ⊕ {Xn : τn} ` t : τt then A ` λt.Xi :
τt → τi. The assumptions over the projections functions in A′ will be
{fXn : Gen(τ ′t → τ ′n,A)}, where A `• λt.Xi : τ ′t → τ ′i and τ ′t → τ ′i is
the most general type for the λ-abstraction, so (τ ′t → τ ′i)π = τt → τi
for some π. Therefore we can be sure that Gen(τ ′t → τ ′i ,A) � τt →
τi, because π replaces only the type variables in τ ′t → τ ′i which are
generalized in Gen(τ ′t → τ ′i ,A). If A′ contains all the assumptions over
the projection functions needed in the whole expression, it will contain
assumptions over projection functions needed in e1 (A1), e2 (A2) and
the pattern t (At ≡ {fXn : Gen(τ ′t → τ ′n,A)}); so A′ = A1 ⊕A2 ⊕At.
Then we can build the type derivation:

[LETm]

A⊕A′ ⊕ {Y : τt} ` Y : τt
A⊕A′ ` Ψ(e1) : τt

AY ` letm X1 = fX1 Y in . . . in Ψ(e2) : τ

A⊕A′ ` letm Y = Ψ(e1) in letm Xn = fXn Y in Ψ(e2) : τ

where the derivation AY ` letm X1 = fX1 Y in . . . in Ψ(e2) : τ is

[LETm]

[LETm]

AY ⊕ {Xn : τn} ` Ψ(e2) : τ
...

AY ⊕ {X1 : τ1} ` . . . in Ψ(e2)
AY ` fX1 Y : τ1 AY ⊕ {X1 : τ1} ` X1 : τ1

AY ` letm X1 = fX1 Y in . . . in Ψ(e2) : τ

(being AY ≡ A⊕A′ ⊕ {Y : τt}).
AY ⊕ {X1 : τ1} ` X1 : τ1 is just the application of [ID] rule. By
the Induction Hypothesis A ⊕ A1 ` Ψ(e1) : τt, and by Theorem 1-
b we can add the assumptions A2 ⊕ At, obtaining A ⊕ A′ ` Ψ(e1) :
τt. The type derivation AY ` fX1 Y : τ1 is straightforward because
Gen(τ ′t → τ ′i ,A) � τt → τi for all the projection functions. It is easy
to see that this way the chain of let-expressions will “collect” the same
assumptions for the variables Xn that are introduced by the pattern in
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the original expression: {Xn : τn}. Then by the Induction Hypothesis
A ⊕ {Xn : τn} ⊕ A2 ` Ψ(e2) : τ , and by Theorem 1-b we can add the
rest of the assumptions and obtain A⊕{Xn : τn}⊕A2⊕A1⊕At⊕{Y :
τt} ` Ψ(e2) : τ . Reorganizing the set of assumptions (since the symbols
are all different), we obtain AY ⊕ {Xn : τn} ` Ψ(e2) : τ .

• letpm t = e1 in e2) This case is equal to the previous one.

• letp t = e1 in e2) The type derivation will be:

[LETp]

A⊕ {Xn : τn} ` t : τt
A ` e1 : τt

A⊕ {Xn : Gen(τn,A)} ` e2 : τ

A ` letp t = e1 in e2 : τ

As in the previous case, A′ will be {fXn : Gen(τ ′t → τ ′n,A)}, where
A `• λt.Xi : τ ′t → τ ′i and τ ′t → τ ′i is the most general type for the
λ-abstraction. In addition, Gen(τ ′t → τ ′i ,A) � τt → τi and A′ ≡ A1 ⊕
A2 ⊕At. Then we can build a type derivation:

[LETp]

A⊕A′ ⊕ {Y : τt} ` Y : τt
A⊕A′ ` Ψ(e1) : τt

A′1 ` letm X1 = fX1 Y in . . . in Ψ(e2) : τ

A⊕A′ ` letp Y = Ψ(e1) in letp Xn = fXn Y in Ψ(e2) : τ

where the derivation AY ` letm X1 = fX1 Y in . . . in Ψ(e2) : τ is

[LETp]

[LETp]

[LETp]
A′n+1 ` Ψ(e2) : τ

...
A′2 ` letp X2 = fX2 Y in . . . in Ψ(e2)

A′1 ` fX1 Y : τ1 A′1 ⊕ {X1 : τ1} ` X1 : τ1

A′1 ` letp X1 = fX1 Y in . . . in Ψ(e2) : τ

being A′1 ≡ A⊕A′ ⊕ {Y : Gen(τt,A⊕A′)} and A′i ≡ A′i−1 ⊕ {Xi−1 :
Gen(τi−1,A′i−1)}.
As in the previous case, A ⊕ A′ ` Ψ(e1) : τt and every derivation
A′i ` fXi

Y : τi is valid since A′i ` Y : τt. Notice that by Re-
mark 4 Gen(τt,A) = Gen(τt,A⊕A′) since ftv(A) = ftv(A ⊕ A′).
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For the same reason, Gen(τi,A) = Gen(τi,A′i), so the chain of let-
expressions will collect the same set of assumptions over the vari-
ables: {Xn : Gen(τn,A)}. By the Induction Hypothesis, we know that
A ⊕ {Xn : Gen(τn,A)} ⊕ A2 ` Ψ(e2) : τ ; and by Theorem 1-b we
can add the assumptions A1 ⊕At ⊕ {Y : Gen(τt,A⊕A′)} and obtain
A ⊕ {Xn : Gen(τn,A)} ⊕ A2 ⊕ A1 ⊕ At ⊕ {Y : Gen(τt,A⊕A′)} `
Ψ(e2) : τ . Then reorganizing the assumptions we obtain A⊕A′⊕{Y :
Gen(τt,A⊕A′)} ⊕ {Xn : Gen(τn,A)} ` Ψ(e2) : τ . Since Gen(τi,A) =
Gen(τi,A′i) then the previous derivation is equal to A′n+1 ` Ψ(e2) : τ .

In all these cases wtA⊕A′(P) holds. We have that A `• λti.Xi : τXi
and τXi

is the most general type for this λ-abstraction. Then by Theorem 1-b), we
can add the assumptions A′ over the projecting functions, obtaining A ⊕
A′ `• λti.Xi : τXi

. Clearly, τXi
is a variant of Gen(τXi

,A) = (A⊕A′)(fXi
).

Therefore for every projecting rule wtA⊕A′(fXi
ti → Xi)—A ⊕ A′ ` λti.Xi :

τXi
and τXi

is a variant of (A⊕A′)(fXi
)—so wtA⊕A′(P).

Moreover, the most general type τXi
for λti.Xi is always defined. From

A `• e : τ we have that A ⊕ {Xn : τn} ` ti : τti—see the previous cases—
and the projected variables Xi are not opaque in ti wrt. A. Therefore we
can build the type derivation for the λ-abstraction A ` λti.Xi : τti → τi.
By completeness and soundness of the type inference (Theorems 5 and 4)
we know that A ` λti.Xi : τXi

and τXi
is the most general type for the

λ-abstraction. Finally, as Xi is not opaque in ti wrt. A then A `• λti.Xi :
τXi

.

Appendix A.4. Proof for Theorem 3

In order to prove Theorem 3 we first state an easy remark regarding the
well-typedness of programs when the set of assumptions is extended with
assumptions for variables.

Remark 5.
If wtA(P) and A′ is a set of assumptions for variables, then wtA⊕A′(P).

Explanation. The reason is that A′ does not change the assumptions for the
function and constructor symbols in A. Since there are not extra variables
in the right hand sides, for every function rule in P the typing rule for the
lambda expression will add assumptions for all the variables, shadowing the
provided ones.
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We also need an auxiliary lemma stating that when reducing an expression
without critical variables using any let-rewriting rule, the resulting expression
does not contain any critical variable.

Lemma 6. If wtA(P), e→l e′ and critVarA(e) = ∅ then critVarA(e′) = ∅.

Proof. By case distinction on the let-rewriting rule applied. The proofs
for the cases (Fapp)–(LetAp) follow easily considering that if e →l e′ then
fv(e ′) ⊆ fv(e)—notice that extra variables in right-hand sides of rules are
not allowed. For the (Contx) rule, it follows from the fact that fv(e ′) ⊆ fv(e)
implies fv(C[e ′]) ⊆ fv(C[e]).

The next lemma is important when proving the (Contx) case of Theo-
rem 3. It states that in a type derivation you can replace one subexpression
e by other expression e′ if they have the same type in that place.

Lemma 7.
If a derivation for A ` C[e] : τ contains a derivation of the form A ⊕ A′ `
e : τ ′, and A⊕A′ ` e′ : τ ′, then A ` C[e′] : τ .

Proof. Easily by induction on the structure of the contexts, using Remark 2.

Theorem 3 (Type Preservation)
If A `• e : τ and wtA(P) and P ` e→l e′ then A `• e′ : τ .

Proof. We proceed by case distinction over the rule of the let-rewriting rela-
tion →l (Figure 9, page 16) that we use to reduce e to e′. By Lemma 6 we
know that critVarA(e′) = ∅, so we only have to prove that A ` e′ : τ . For
the sake of conciseness we only explain the most interesting cases. However
the complete proof can be found in [43].

(Fapp) We consider a function which accepts two arguments, but the proof for
any other number of arguments follows the same ideas. If we reduce an
expression e using the (Fapp) rule then the step is e ≡ f t1θ t2θ →l rθ
(being f t1 t2 → r a rule in P and θ ∈ PSub). In this case we want
to prove that A ` rθ : τ . Since wtA(P), then A `• λt1.λt2.r : τ ′1 →
τ ′2 → τ ′r, being τ ′1 → τ ′2 → τ ′r a variant of A(f). We assume that the
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variables of the patterns t1 and t2 do not appear in A or in vran(θ).
Then the tree for this type derivation will be:

[Λ]
A⊕ {Xn : τ ′′1n} ` t1 : τ ′1

[Λ]

A⊕ {Xn : τ ′′1n} ⊕ {Ym : τ ′′2m} ` t2 : τ ′2
A⊕ {Xn : τ ′′1n} ⊕ {Ym : τ ′′2m} ` r : τ ′

A⊕ {Xn : τ ′′1n} ` λt2.r : τ ′2 → τ ′

A ` λt1.λt2.r : τ ′1 → τ ′2 → τ ′

As variables Xn and Ym are all different (the left hand side of the rules
is linear), by Theorem 1-b we can add the assumptions over Ym to the
derivation of t1, obtaining A⊕{Xn : τ ′′1n}⊕{Ym : τ ′′2m} ` t1 : τ ′1. Besides
critVarA(λt1.λt2.r) = ∅, so (A) every variable Xi which appears in r is
transparent in the pattern t1 (resp. Yj in t2).

It is a premise that A ` f t1θ t2θ : τ , so the type derivation will be:

[APP]

[APP]

A ` f : τ1 → τ2 → τ
A ` t1θ : τ1

A ` f t1 : τ2 → τ A ` t2θ : τ2
A ` f t1θ t2θ : τ

Therefore we know that (B) A ` t1θ : τ1, A ` t2θ : τ2 and A ` f : τ1 →
τ2 → τ , being τ1 → τ2 → τ a generic instance of the type A(f). Then
there will exist a type substitution π such that τ ′1π = τ1, τ

′
2π = τ2 and

τ ′π = τ . Moreover, dom(π) does not contain any free type variable in
A, since π transforms a variant of the type A(f) into a generic instance
of A(f). Then by Theorem 1-a we have

(A⊕ {Xn : τ ′′1n} ⊕ {Ym : τ ′′2m})π ` t2 : τ ′2π

(A⊕ {Xn : τ ′′1n})⊕ {Ym : τ ′′2m})π ` t1 : τ ′1π

which is equal to

(C) A⊕ {Xn : τ ′′1nπ} ⊕ {Ym : τ ′′2mπ} ` t2 : τ2

(C) A⊕ {Xn : τ ′′1nπ})⊕ {Ym : τ ′′2mπ} ` t1 : τ1

With (A), (B), (C) and by Lemma 1 we can state that for every trans-
parent variable Xi in r then A ` Xiθ : τ ′′1iπ (resp. A ` Yjθ : τ ′′2iπ).
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None of the variables Xn, Ym appear in Xiθ or Yjθ, so by Theorem 1-b
we can add these assumptions and obtain

(D) A⊕ {Xn : τ ′′1nπ} ⊕ {Ym : τ ′′2mπ} ` Xiθ : τ ′′1iπ

(D) A⊕ {Xn : τ ′′1nπ} ⊕ {Ym : τ ′′2mπ} ` Yjθ : τ ′′2iπ

Applying Theorem 1-a to the derivation of r we obtain

Aπ ⊕ {Xn : τ ′′1nπ} ⊕ {Ym : τ ′′2mπ} ` r : τ ′π

Using (D) and Theorem 1-c we can replace data variables by expressions
of the same type:

Aπ ⊕ {Xn : τ ′′1nπ} ⊕ {Ym : τ ′′2mπ} ` rθ : τ ′π

Since no variable Xn, Ym appear in rθ by Theorem 1-b we can remove
their assumptions, obtaining a derivation Aπ ` rθ : τ ′π. Finally, using
the fact that Aπ = A and τ ′π = τ , this last derivation is equal to
A ` rθ : τ .

(Bind) We will distinguish between the letm and the letp case. In both cases
we assume that the variable X is fresh.

letm) Easily by Theorem 1-c.

letp) The proof of this case is based on the fact that if τt is a valid
type for a pattern t (A ` t : τt) then any generic instance of
its generalization Gen(τt,A) � τ ′ will be also a valid type for t.
Therefore we can replace every occurrence of X in e by t inside
the derivation A ⊕ {X : Gen(τt,A)} ` e : τ and the resulting
derivation of e[X/t] is still correct.

(Flatp) We will treat the two different cases:

– P ` letp X = (letp Y = e1 in e2) in e3 →l letp Y = e1 in (letp X =
e2 in e3).

It is straightforward to build the derivation of A ` letp Y =
e1 in (letp X = e2 in e3) : τ using the subderivations in:
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[LETp]

[LETp]

A⊕ {Y : τy} ` Y : τy
A ` e1 : τy
AY ` e2 : τx

A ` letp Y = e1 in e2 : τx
A⊕ {X : τx} ` X : τx A⊕ {X : Gen(τx,A)} ` e3 : τ

A ` letp X = (letp Y = e1 in e2) in e3 : τ

(being AY ≡ A⊕ {Y : Gen(τy,A)}). The only interesting case is
the derivation of e3, but if follows from Theorem 1-d and the fact
that Gen(τx,A⊕ {Y : Gen(τy,A)}) � Gen(τx,A).

– P ` letp X = (letm Y = e1 in e2) in e3 →l letp Y = e1 in (letp X =
e2 in e3).

Similar to the previous case, but considering also thatGen(τy,A) �
τy.

(Contx) We have a derivation A ` C[e] : τ , so according to Remark 2, it will
contain a derivation a) A ⊕ A′ ` e : τ ′, being A′ a set of assumptions
over variables. If we apply the rule (Contx) to reduce an expression
C[e] is because we reduce the expression e using any of the other rules
of the let-rewriting relation b) P ` e→l e′. We also know by Remark 5
that c) wtA⊕A′(P). With a), b) and c) the Induction Hypothesis states
that A⊕A′ ` e′ : τ ′, and by Lemma 7 then A ` C[e′] : τ .

Appendix A.5. Proof for Lemma 1

Lemma 1
Assume A⊕{Xn : τn} ` t : τ , where var(t) ⊆ {Xn}. If A ` t[Xn/tn] : τ and
Xj is a transparent variable of t wrt. A then A ` tj : τj.

Proof. According to Remark 2, the derivation of A ` t[Xn/tn] : τ contains
derivations for every subpattern ti, and they have the form A ` ti : τ ′i for
some τ ′i . We will prove that if Xj is a particular transparent variable of t,
then τj = τ ′j. It is easy to see that taking the types τ ′n as assumptions for

the original variables Xn we can construct a derivation of A ⊕ {Xn : τ ′n} `
t : τ , simply replacing the derivations for the subpatterns A ` ti : τ ′i with
derivations for the variables A⊕{Xn : τ ′n} ` Xi : τ ′i in the original derivation
for A ` t[Xn/tn] : τ . Since Xj is a transparent variable of t wrt. A, by
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definition A⊕{Xn : αn} � t : τg|πg and ftv(αjπg) ⊆ ftv(τg). By Theorem 5,
if any type for t can be derived from A⊕{Xn : αn}πs then πg must be more
general than πs. We know that there are (at least) two substitutions π1

and π2 which can type t: π1 ≡ {αn 7→ τn} and π2 ≡ {αn 7→ τ ′n}, so they
must be more specific than πg (i.e. there exist π, π′ such that π1 = πgπ and
π2 = πgπ

′. We also know (by Theorem 4) that A ⊕ {Xn : αn} � t : τg|πg
implies (A ⊕ {Xn : αn})πg ` t : τg, and by Theorem 1-a this implies that
(A ⊕ {Xn : αn})πgπ ` t : τgπ; so τgπ = τ (the same thing happens with
π′: τgπ

′ = τ ). Since Xj is transparent in t, then ftv(αjπg) ⊆ ftv(τg). As
τgπ = τ and τgπ

′ = τ , we have that for every type variable β ∈ ftv(τg)
βπ = βπ′. As every type variable β in ftv(αjπg) is also in ftv(τg) then
τj = (αjπg)π = (αjπg)π

′ = τ ′j.

Appendix A.6. Proof for Theorem 4

Theorem 4 (Soundness of �?)
A �? e : τ |π =⇒ Aπ `? e : τ

Proof.
1) A � e : τ |π =⇒ Aπ ` e : τ
The proof is similar to the proof of the soundness of algorithm W in [23]. It
follows easily by induction over the size of the type inference A � e : τ |π
and using Theorem 1-a.
2) A �• e : τ |π =⇒ Aπ `• e : τ
By definition of �• we have that A � e : τ and critVarAπ(e). Applying the
soundness of � (point 1 of this Theorem) we have that Aπ ` e : τ . Since
Aπ ` e : τ and critVarAπ(e) = ∅; then, by definition, Aπ `• e : τ .

Appendix A.7. Proof for Theorem 5

In order to prove Theorem 5 we need some auxiliary results. The following
remark states that type inference is unique (upon renaming of fresh type
variables).

Remark 6 (Uniqueness of the type inference).
The result of a type inference is unique upon renaming of fresh type variables.
In a type inference A � e : τ |π the variables in ftv(τ), dom(π) or vran(π)
which do not occur in ftv(A) are fresh variables generated by the inference
process, so the result will remain valid if we change those variables by any
other fresh types variables.
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The following lemma states that the type resulting of generalizing a simple
type τ wrt. a set of assumptions A and then applying a substitution π is
always more general than the type that results of generalizing τπ wrt. Aπ.

Lemma 8.
Gen(τ,A)π � Gen(τπ,Aπ)

Proof. It is clear that if a type variable α in τ is not generalized inGen(τ,A)—
because it occurs in ftv(A)—then in the first type-scheme it will appear as
απ. In the second type scheme it will also appear as απ because all the
variables in απ will be in Aπ—as α ∈ ftv(A). Therefore in every generic
instance of the two type-schemes this part will be the same. On the other
hand, if a type variable α is generalized in Gen(τ,A) then it will also appear
generalized in Gen(τ,A)π since π will not affect it. It does not matter what
happens with this part απ in Gen(τπ,Aπ) because in every generic instance
of Gen(τ,A)π the generalized α will be able to adopt all the types of any
generic instance of the part απ in Gen(τπ,Aπ).

Theorem 5 (Completeness of � wrt. `)
If Aπ′ ` e : τ ′ then ∃τ, π, π′′ such that A � e : τ |π, Aππ′′ = Aπ′ and
τπ′′ = τ ′.

Proof. This proof proceeds by induction over the size of the type derivation,
and it has similarities with the proof of completeness of algorithmW in [23].
For the sake of conciseness we have shortened or omitted some cases, however
the complete proof can be found in [43].

[APP] The type derivation will be:

[APP]

Aπ′ ` e1 : τ ′1 → τ ′

Aπ′ ` e2 : τ ′1
Aπ′ ` e1e2 : τ ′

By the Induction Hypothesis we know that A � e1 : τ1|π1 and there
is a type substitution π′′1 such that τ1π

′′
1 = τ ′1 → τ ′ and Aπ′ = Aπ1π′′1 .

We can write the derivation of e2 as (Aπ1)π′′1 ` e2 : τ ′1, so again by
the Induction Hypothesis Aπ1 � e2 : τ2|π2 and there exists a type
substitution π′′2 such that τ2π

′′
2 = τ ′1 and Aπ1π′′1 = Aπ1π2π′′2 . We can

assume that π′′2 is minimal, so dom(π′′2) ⊆ ftv(τ2) ∪ ftv(Aπ1π2). Using
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π′′1 and π′′2 and defining B ≡ dom(π′′1) r ftv(Aπ1) we can define the
substitution πu ≡ π′′2 + π′′1 |B + [α/τ ′] for α fresh. It is well defined
since the domains of the three substitutions are disjoint—according
to Remark 6, the variables in ftv(τ2), dom(π2) or vran(π2) which are
not in ftv(Aπ1) are fresh variables and cannot occur in B. Moreover,
πu is a unifier of τ1π2 and τ2 → α, so there will exist a most general
unifier π of τ1π2 and τ2 → α and the inference A ` e1e2 : απ|π1π2π
is valid. Finally, taking the substitution π′′ such that πu = ππ′′ it is
clear that αππ′′ = απu = α[α/τ ′] = τ ′ and Aπ′ = Aπ1π′′1 = Aπ1π2π′′2 =
Aπ1π2πu = Aπ2π2ππ′′.

[Λ] We assume that variables Xn in the pattern t do not appear in Aπ′
(nor in A). The derivation will be:

[Λ]

Aπ′ ⊕ {Xn : τn} ` t : τ ′t
Aπ′ ⊕ {Xn : τn} ` e : τ ′

Aπ′ ` λt.e : τ ′t → τ ′

Defining πg ≡ [αn/τn]—for αn fresh—and using the Induction Hypoth-
esis we have A ⊕ {Xn : αn} � t : τt|πt where (A ⊕ {Xn : αn})π′πg =
(A ⊕ {Xn : αn})πtπ′′t and τtπ

′′
t = τ ′t for some π′′t . Also by the In-

duction Hypothesis we have (A ⊕ {Xn : αn})πt � e : τe|πe where
(A⊕ {Xn : αn})πtπ′′t = (A⊕ {Xn : αn})πtπeπ′′e and τeπ

′′
e = τ ′ for some

π′′e . Therefore we can construct the inference A � λt.e : τtπe → τe|πtπe.
Finally, with B ≡ dom(π′′t ) r ftv((A ⊕ {Xn : αn})πt) we can define
π′′ ≡ π′′t |B + π′′e—which is correct as the domains are disjoint—such
that Aπtπeπ′′ = Aπ′ and (τtπe → τe)π

′′ = τ ′t → τ ′.

[LETm] We assume that variables Xn of the pattern t are fresh and do not occur
in Aπ′ (nor in A). The derivation is:

[LETm]

Aπ′ ⊕ {Xn : τn} ` t : τ ′t
Aπ′ ` e1 : τ ′t

Aπ′ ⊕ {Xn : τn} ` e2 : τ ′

Aπ′ ` letm t = e1 in e2 : τ ′

Defining πg ≡ [αn/τn]—for αn fresh—by the Induction Hypothesis
we have A ⊕ {Xn : αn} � t : τt|πt where (A ⊕ {Xn : αn})π′πg =
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(A ⊕ {Xn : αn})πtπ′′t and τtπ
′′
t = τ ′t for some π′′t . Also by the Induc-

tion Hypothesis—noticing that Aπ′ = Aπtπ′′t —we have Aπt � e1 :
τ1|π1 where Aπtπ′′t = Aπtπ1π′′1 and τ1π

′′
1 = τ ′t for some π′′1 . Taking

B ≡ ftv(π′′t ) r ftv(Aπt), the substitution πu ≡ π′′1 + π′′t |B–is well de-
fined because the domains are disjoint—unifies τtπ1 and τ1, so there
will be a most general unifier π such that πu = ππo. We know that
Aπ′ = Aπtπ′′t = Aπtπ1π′′1 = Aπtπ1πu = Aπtπ1ππo and αiπtπ1ππo = τi
(for the type variables of αiπt which are in Aπt then αiπtπ1ππo =
αiπtπ1πu = αiπtπ1π

′′
1 = αiπtπ

′′
t = τi, and for the rest of the variables—

those in B—then αiπtπ1ππo = αiπtπ1πu = αiπtπu = αiπtπ
′′
t |B = τi).

Then we can write the third derivation as (A ⊕ {Xn : αn})πtπ1ππo `
e2 : τ ′, and by the Induction Hypothesis (A ⊕ {Xn : αn})πtπ1π � e2 :
τ2|π2 and there exists a type substitution π′′2 such that τ2π

′′
2 = τ ′ and

(A⊕ {Xn : αn})πtπ1ππo = (A⊕ {Xn : αn})πtπ1ππ2π′′2 . Since the vari-
ables Xn do not appear in A, in particular it is true that Aπtπ1ππo =
Aπtπ1ππ2π′′2 . Then we can build the type inference

[iLETm]

A⊕ {Xn : αn} � t : τt|πt
Aπt � e1 : τ1|π1

(A⊕ {Xn : αn})πtπ1π � e2 : τ2|π2
A � letm t = e1 in e2 : τ2|πtπ1ππ2

Finally, there is a type substitution π′′ ≡ π′′2 such that τ2π
′′ = τ ′ and

Aπ′ = Aπtπ1ππ2π′′.

[LETX
pm] Easily using the Induction Hypothesis with Lemma 8 and Theorem 1-d.

[LETh
pm] Equal to the [LETm] case.

[LETp] The proof of this case follows the same ideas as the cases [LETm] and
[LETX

pm].

Appendix A.8. Proof for Theorem 6

In order to prove Theorem 6 we will use a result stating that if there exists
a most general substitution which gives type to e wrt. `, then the inference
� will succeed, and vice versa. We will use the notion of ΠA,e, which denotes
the set collecting all type substitutions π such that Aπ gives some type to e
using `.
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Lemma 9 (Maximality of �).
ΠA,e has a maximum element π ⇐⇒ ∃τg, πg such that A � e : τg|πg.

Proof.

=⇒) If ΠA,e has maximum element π then there will be some type τ such
that Aπ ` e : τ . Then by Theorem 5 we know that A � e : τg|πg.

⇐= ) We know from Theorem 5 that for every type substitution π′ ∈ ΠA,e
there exists a type substitution π′′ such that Aπ′ = Aπgπ′′. Then
πg|ftv(A) is more general than π′. From Theorem 4 we know that πg|ftv(A)
is in ΠA,e, so it is the maximum element.

The next lemma shows an interesting property of the inference relation
�. It states that if �• succeeds for an expression e and a set of assumptions
A then the sets of typing substitutions ΠA,e and Π•A,e are the same. In other
words, any type substitution that gives a type to e wrt. ` does not produce
critical variables and therefore it also gives a type to e wrt. `•.

Lemma 10.
If A �• e : τ |π then ΠA,e = Π•A,e.

Proof. From definition of �• we know that A � e : τ |π. We need to prove
that ΠA,e ⊆ Π•A,e and Π•A,e ⊆ ΠA,e.

ΠA,e ⊆ Π•A,e) We prove that π′ ∈ ΠA,e =⇒ π′ ∈ Π•A,e. If π′ ∈ ΠA,e then Aπ′ ` e : τ ′,
and by Theorem 5 there exists π′′ such that Aπ′ = Aππ′′ and τ ′ = τπ′′.
By Theorem 4 and the premise we have Aπ `• e : τ , and by Theorem
1-a Aππ′′ `• e : τπ′′, which is equal to Aπ′ `• e : τπ′′; so π′ ∈ Π•A,e .

Π•A,e ⊆ ΠA,e) From the definition of Π•A,e

Theorem 6 (Maximality of �•)

a) Π•A,e has a maximum element ⇐⇒ ∃τg, πg such that A �• e : τg|πg.
b) If Aπ′ `• e : τ ′ and A �• e : τ |π then exists a type substitution π′′

such that Aπ′ = Aππ′′ and τ ′ = τπ′′.
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Proof.
a)

⇐=) If A �• e : τg|πg then by Lemma 10 ΠA,e = Π•A,e. Since A � e : τg|πg
(by definition of �•) by Lemma 9 we know that ΠA,e has a maximum
element, and also Π•A,e.

=⇒) We will prove that A 6�• e : τg|πg =⇒ Π•A,e has not a maximum
element.

(A) A 6�• e : τg|πg because A 6� e : τg|πg. Then by Theorem 5 there
cannot exist any type derivation Aπ′ ` e : τ ′, so ΠA,e is empty.
Since Π•A,e ⊆ ΠA,e then Π•A,e = ∅ and does not contain a maximum
element.

(B) A 6�• e : τg|πg because A � e : τg|πg but critVarAπg(e) 6= ∅. We
will proceed by case distinction over the cause of the existence of
critical variables:

(B.1) critVarAπg(e) 6= ∅ because for every pattern tj in e and for
every variable Xi in tj that is critical the cause of the opacity
are type variables appearing in Aπg—i.e., A⊕ {Xm : αm} �
tj : τj|πj and ftv(αiπj) * ftv(τj) and ftv(αiπj) r ftv(τj) ⊆
ftv(Aπg). Let βk be all the type variables causing opacity, and
τ 1 and τ 2 two non unifiable ground types (bool and char, for
example). Defining π1 ≡ [βk/τ 1] and π2 ≡ [βk/τ 2] we have—
by Theorem 4 and 1-a—Aπgπ1 ` e : τgπ1 and Aπgπ2 ` e :
τgπ2. Clearly critVarAπgπ1(e) = ∅ and critVarAπgπ2(e) = ∅—
because all the type variables have been replaced by ground
types—so πgπ1, πgπ2 ∈ Π•A,e. Since τ 1 and τ 2 are not unifiable,
the only substitution more general than πgπ1 and πgπ2 that
could be in Π•A,e is πg (substitutions more general than πg
cannot be in ΠA,e, and neither in Π•A,e). But πg is not in Π•A,e
because critVarAπg(e) 6= ∅.

(B.2) critVarAπg(e) 6= ∅ because there exists some pattern tj in e
in which there is some variable X that is opaque because of
type variables that do not occur in Aπg. Intuitively in this
case these type variables must have appeared because of the
presence of a symbol in tj whose type is a type-scheme, and
those fresh variables come from the fresh variant used. From
Theorem 5 we know that for every πe in ΠA,e then Aπe =
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Aπgπ′′ for some type substitution π′′. But critVarAπe(e) =
critVarAπgπ′′(e) 6= ∅, because we always have fresh type vari-
ables causing opacity (since they come from type-schemes,
substitutions do not affect them). Therefore for every πe ∈
ΠA,e then critVarAπe(e) 6= ∅, and as Π•A,e ⊆ ΠA,e then Π•A,e =
∅; so it has not a maximum element.

b) By definition of `• and �• we know that Aπ′ ` e : τ ′ and A � e : τ |π.
Then by Theorem 5 we know that there exists a type substitution π′′ such
that Aπ′ = Aππ′′ and τ ′ = τπ′′.

Appendix A.9. Proof for Theorem 7

Theorem 7 (Soundness of B)
If B(A,P) = π then wtAπ(P).

Proof. Easy, because as B(A,P) = π then by Theorem 4 we have Aπ `•
(ϕ(R1), . . . , ϕ(Rm)) : (τ1, . . . , τm). Because of the type of pair and point 2 of
B, it is clear that each τi is a variant of Aπ(fi).

Appendix A.10. Proof for Theorem 8

Theorem 8 (Maximality of B)
If wtAπ′(P) and B(A,P) = π then ∃π′′ such that Aπ′ = Aππ′′.

Proof. Since wtAπ′(P) we know that for every rule Ri ≡ fi t1 . . . tn → ei in
P there exists a type derivation Aπ′ `• λt1 . . . tn.ei : τ ′i and τ ′i is a variant
of the type Aπ′(fi), so Aπ′ `• fi : τ ′i . With these derivations we can build
Aπ′ `• (ϕ(R1), . . . , ϕ(Rm)) : (τ ′1, . . . , τ

′
m). From B(A,P) = π we know that

A �• (ϕ(R1), . . . , ϕ(Rm)) : (τ1, . . . , τm)|π, so by Theorem 6-b there must
exist some type substitution π′′ such that Aπ′ = Aππ′′.

Appendix A.11. Proof for Theorem 9

In order to prove Theorem 9 we need to state some auxiliary remarks and
lemmas:
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Remark 7. If A ⊕ {Xn : αn} � t : τg|πg such that Aπg = A and A ⊕
{Xn : αnπgπ} `◦ t : τgπ for some π such that dom(π) ⊆ ftv(τg), then Aπ =
A.

Explanation. If some variable β ∈ ftv(A) appears in ftv(τg), then some ap-
plication inside t contains a symbol whose assumption in A contains β free.
If we use π to replace β in the assumptions for data variables but we leave
it unchanged in A, then that application inside t will be ill-typed.

Remark 8. If we haveA⊕{Xn : αn} � t1 : τg1|πg1 andA⊕{Xn : αnπg1π1}⊕
{Ym : βm} � t2 : τg2|πg2 , then we can assume that no type variable γ in⋃n
i=1 ftv(αiπg1) such that A /∈ ftv(A) can occur in

⋃m
i=1 ftv(βiπg2), and vice

versa.

Explanation. Intuitively, all type variables involved in a type inference which
do not occur in ftv(A) are fresh.

The following five results are easy consequences of Remark 1, Theorem 5
a), b), c) and Theorem 1 resp. since they are restricted to expressions e◦ ∈
Exp◦ not containing λ-abstractions. For these expressions, the typing rules
for `◦ and ` are the same, so A `◦ e◦ : τ implies A ` e◦ : τ .

Remark 9.
If A⊕ {Xn : τn} `◦ t : τ then we can assume that A⊕ {Xn : αn} � t : τ ′|π
such that Aπ = A.

Lemma 11 (Closure under type substitutions in `◦ derivations). Let e◦ ∈
Exp◦ be an expression not containing λ-abstractions and A `◦ e◦ : τ . Then
Aπ `◦ e◦ : τπ, for any π ∈ TSub.

Lemma 12 (Adding and removing assumptions in `◦ derivations). Let e◦ ∈
Exp◦ be an expression not containing λ-abstractions and s be a symbol not
occurring in e. Then A `◦ e◦ : τ ⇐⇒ A⊕ {s : σs} `◦ e◦ : τ .

Lemma 13 (Replacing variables by patterns in `◦ derivations). Let e◦ ∈
Exp◦ be an expression not containing λ-abstractions, A⊕ {X : τt} `◦ e◦ : τ
and A⊕ {X : τt} `◦ t : τt. Then A⊕ {X : τt} `◦ e◦[X/t] : τ .

Lemma 14 (Completeness of � wrt. `◦ for patterns). If Aπ′ ` t : τ ′ then
∃τ, π, π′′ such that A � t : τ |π, Aππ′′ = Aπ′ and τπ′′ = τ ′.
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Using the previous results, we can now prove Theorem 9:

Theorem 9
If wt◦A(P), A `◦ e◦1 : τ and e◦1 →l e◦2, then A `◦ e◦2 : τ .

Proof. By case distinction over the rule of the let-rewriting rule (Figure 9,
page 16) applied. The proof for the cases for (LetIn), (Bind), (Elim), (Flatm),
(LetAp) and (Contx) is the same as the proof for Theorem 3. Therefore we
only have to prove the (Fapp) case.

We consider a function which accepts two arguments, but the proof for
any other number of arguments follows the same ideas. If we reduce an
expression e◦1 using the rule (Fapp) then the step is e◦1 ≡ f t1θ t2θ →l rθ,
where (f t1 t2 → r) ∈ P and θ ∈ PSub. Since wt◦A(P) then A `◦ λt1.λt2.r :
τg1π1 → τg2π2 → τr and τg1π1 → τg2π2 → τr is a variant of A(f). We
assume that data variables in the patterns t1 and t2 do not appear in A or
in vran(θ)—otherwise we could rename the variables appearing in the rule.
Then the type derivation of this λ-abstraction is:

(Λ◦)

A⊕ {Xn : αnπg1π1} `◦ t1 : τg1π1
A⊕ {Xn : αnπg1π1} `◦ λt2.r : τg2π2 → τr

A `◦ λt1.λt2.r : τg1π1 → τg2π2 → τr

where the derivation A⊕ {Xn : αnπg1π1} `◦ λt2.r : τg2π2 → τr is:

(Λ◦)

A⊕ {Xn : αnπg1π1} ⊕ {Ym : βmπg2π2} `◦ t2 : τg2π2
A⊕ {Xn : αnπg1π1} ⊕ {Ym : βmπg2π2} `◦ r : τr

A⊕ {Xn : αnπg1π1} `◦ λt2.r : τg2π2 → τr

For this derivation the following conditions hold:

(a1) A⊕ {Xn : αn} � t1 : τg1|πg1

(b1) dom(π1) ⊆ ftv(τg1)

(c1) vran(π1) ∩ (
⋃n
i=1 ftv(αiπg1) r ftv(τg1)) = ∅

(d1) ftv(τg2π2 → τr) ∩ (
⋃n
i=1 ftv(αiπg1) r ftv(τg1)) = ∅

(a2) A⊕ {Xn : αnπg1π1} ⊕ {Ym : βm} � t2 : τg2|πg2

(b2) dom(π2) ⊆ ftv(τg2)
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(c2) vran(π2) ∩ (
⋃m
i=1 ftv(βiπg2) r ftv(τg2)) = ∅

(d2) ftv(τr) ∩ (
⋃m
i=1 ftv(βiπg2) r ftv(τg2)) = ∅

Since τg1π1 → τg2π2 → τr is a variant of A(f) then any generic instance of
A(f) will be of the form τg1π1π

′ → τg2π2π
′ → τrπ

′, where dom(π′)∩ ftv(A) =
∅. Therefore the type derivation of f t1θ t2θ will be:

(APP◦)

A `◦ f : τg1π1π
′ → τg2π2π

′ → τrπ
′

A `◦ t1θ : τg1π1π
′

A `◦ f t1θ : τg2π2π
′ → τrπ

′ A `◦ t2θ : τg2π2π
′

A `◦ f t1θ t2θ : τrπ
′

In the type derivations of t1θ we can replace the expressions introduced
by θ by the original data variables provided we add suitable assumptions to
the set of assumptions. If the sub-derivation A `◦ Xiθ : τ1i appears in the
type derivation of t1θ, then adding the assumptions {Xn : τ1n} to A we have
the derivation

(A) A⊕ {Xn : τ1n} `◦ t1 : τg1π1π
′

The same can be done with the type derivation of t2θ, provided that the
sub-derivations A `◦ Yiθ : τ2i appears in the type derivation of t2θ:

(B) A⊕ {Ym : τ2m} `◦ t2 : τg2π2π
′

Notice that since program rules are linear then every data variable will
appear only once in each pattern, and they will be different among different
patterns. Therefore only one sub-derivation of Xiθ or Yiθ will appear in
the complete derivation for t1θ and t2θ, so the types τ1i and τ2i are well
determined.

From (A) and (a1) and by the completeness of � stated in Theorem 14
we have that there exists some π′′1 ∈ TSub such that:

(C1) τg1π
′′
1 = τg1π1π

′

(C2) αiπg1π
′′
1 = τ1i for every i ∈ [1..n]

(C3) Aπg1π′′1 = A
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Since is it possible to derive a type for t1 without applying any substitu-
tion to A—see the type derivation of λt1.λt2.r—then by Remark 9 we can
assume that Aπg1 = A, so by (C3) it follows Aπ′′1 = A (C’3).

The data variables Xn do not occur in t2, so by Theorem 12 we can add
any assumption τ ′i for them in the derivation (B), obtaining A⊕{Xn : τ ′n}⊕
{Ym : τ2m} `◦ t2 : τg2π2π

′. As before we know from (a2), the previous
derivation and the completeness of � stated in Theorem 14 that there exists
π′′2 ∈ TSub such that:

(D1) τg2π
′′
2 = τg2π2π

′

(D2) βiπg2π
′′
2 = τ2i for every i ∈ [1..m]

(D3) Aπg2π′′2 = A

As before, by Remark 9 we can assume that Aπg2 = A, so by (D3) it
follows Aπ′′2 = A (D’3).

Using π′, π′′1 and π′′2 we build the substitution π0 as follows:

π0(α) =


π′(α) if α /∈ ftv(A) ∧ (α ∈ ftv(τr) ∨ α ∈ vran(π1)∨

α ∈ vran(π2) ∨ α ∈
⋃n
i=1 ftv(αiπg1) ∩ ftv(τg1)∨

α ∈
⋃m
i=1 ftv(βiπg2) ∩ ftv(τg2))

π′′1(α) if α /∈ ftv(A) ∧ α ∈
⋃n
i=1 ftv(αiπg1) r ftv(τg1)

π′′2(α) if α /∈ ftv(A) ∧ α ∈
⋃m
i=1 ftv(βiπg2) r ftv(τg2)

This substitution is well defined because its conditions are exclusive:

• The first and second conditions are exclusive. Let γ be a variable such
that γ /∈ ftv(A):

– If γ ∈ ftv(τr) then γ /∈
⋃n
i=1 ftv(αiπg) r ftv(τg1) by (d1).

– If γ ∈ vran(π1) then γ /∈
⋃n
i=1 ftv(αiπg) r ftv(τg1) by (c1).

– If γ ∈ vran(π2) then γ /∈
⋃n
i=1 ftv(αiπg)r ftv(τg1) by (d1), because

as (b2) then vran(π2) ⊆ ftv(τg2π2 → τr).

– If γ ∈
⋃n
i=1 ftv(αiπg1)∩ ftv(τg1) then γ /∈

⋃n
i=1 ftv(αiπg1)r ftv(τg1).

– If γ ∈
⋃m
i=1 ftv(βiπg2) ∩ ftv(τg2) then γ /∈

⋃n
i=1 ftv(αiπg) r ftv(τg1)

by Remark 8.

• The first and third conditions are exclusive. Let γ be a variable such
that γ /∈ ftv(A):
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– If γ ∈ ftv(τr) then γ /∈
⋃m
i=1 ftv(βiπg2) r ftv(τg2) by (d2).

– If γ ∈ vran(π1) then γ /∈
⋃m
i=1 ftv(βiπg2) r ftv(τg2). Since no data

variable Xn is used in the type inference (a2), we can assume that
all type variables in

⋃m
i=1 ftv(βiπg2) which do not occur in ftv(A)

will be fresh type variables generated during type inference, so
they will not appear in vran(π1).

– If γ ∈ vran(π2) then γ /∈
⋃m
i=1 ftv(βiπg2) r ftv(τg2) by (c2).

– If γ ∈
⋃n
i=1 ftv(αiπg1)∩ ftv(τg1) then γ /∈

⋃m
i=1 ftv(βiπg2)r ftv(τg2)

by Remark 8.

– If γ ∈
⋃m
i=1 ftv(βiπg2)∩ ftv(τg2) then γ /∈

⋃m
i=1 ftv(βiπg2)r ftv(τg2).

• The second and third conditions are exclusive. Let γ be a variable such
that γ /∈ ftv(A). Then by Remark 8 we have that if γ ∈

⋃n
i=1 ftv(αiπg1)r

ftv(τg1) then γ /∈
⋃m
i=1 ftv(βiπg2) r ftv(τg2).

Using this substitution π0 we have that:

(E1) Aπ0 = A (by definition of π0).

(E2) τrπ
0 = τrπ

′ (by definition of π0).

(E3) αiπg1π1π
0 = αiπg1π

′′
1 , for every i ∈ [1..n]

(E4) βiπg2π2π
0 = βiπg2π

′′
2 , for every i ∈ [1..m]

To prove (E3), let us consider γ ∈ ftv(αiπg1) and distinguish two cases:

• If γ ∈ ftv(A): by Remark 9 we can assume that Aπg1 = A, so by
Remark 7 we have Aπ1 = A. Then γπ1π

0 = γπ0. Since γ ∈ ftv(A),
by definition of π0 we have γπ0 = γ. On the other hand, γπ′′1 = γ by
(C’3). Therefore γπ1π

0 = γπ0 = γ = γπ′′1 .

• If γ /∈ ftv(A):

– If γ ∈ ftv(τg1):

∗ If γ ∈ dom(π1) then for all δ ∈ ftv(γπ1) we have δπ0 = δπ′—
because δ ∈ vran(π1). Therefore γπ1π

0 = γπ1π
′, and since

γ ∈ τg1 then by (C1) γπ1π
′ = γπ′′1 .
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∗ If γ /∈ dom(π1) then γπ1π
0 = γπ0 = γπ′—because γ ∈⋃n

i=1 ftv(αiπg1) ∩ ftv(τg1). Since γ /∈ dom(π1) then γπ′ =
γπ1π

′ = γπ′′1 by (C1) as before.

– If γ /∈ ftv(τg1) then by (b1) γ /∈ dom(π1). Therefore γπ1π
0 =

γπ0 = γπ′′1—because γ ∈
⋃n
i=1 ftv(αiπg1) r ftv(τg1).

The proof of (E4) follows the same steps as the proof of (E3). Then by
(C2) and (E3) we know that (F1) αiπg1π1π

0 = τ1i (for every i ∈ [1..n]).
Similarly, by (D2) and (E4) we have (F2) βiπg2π2π

0 = τ2i (for every i ∈
[1..m]). Applying the closure of type derivations stated in Theorem 11—
notice that r will not contain any λ-abstraction—to the type derivation

A⊕ {Xn : αnπg1π1} ⊕ {Ym : βmπg2π2} `◦ r : τr

which comes from the derivation of λt1.λt2.r then we obtain:

Aπ0 ⊕ {Xn : αnπg1π1π
0} ⊕ {Ym : βmπg2π2π

0} `◦ r : τrπ
0

Using (E1), (E2), (F1) and (F2), this is the same as:

(G) A⊕ {Xn : τ1n} ⊕ {Ym : τ2m} `◦ r : τrπ
′

We had that A `◦ Xiθ : τ1i (for every i ∈ [1..n]) and A `◦ Yiθ : τ2i (for
every i ∈ [1..m]). Since the patterns are linear and the data variables Xn,
Ym do not appear in vran(θ) then by Theorem 12 we can add assumptions
to the data variables, obtaining

(H1) A⊕ {Xn : τ1n} ⊕ {Ym : τ2m} `◦ Xiθ : τ1i (for every i ∈ [1..n])

(H2) A⊕ {Xn : τ1n} ⊕ {Ym : τ2m} `◦ Yiθ : τ2i (for every i ∈ [1..m])

Applying repeatedly Theorem 13 with (G), (H1) and (H2) we have

(I) A⊕ {Xn : τ1n} ⊕ {Ym : τ2m} `◦ rθ : τrπ
′

Finally, the expression rθ will not contain the variables Xn, Ym because
they do not occur in vran(θ), so applying Theorem 12 to (I) we obtain:

A `◦ rθ : τrπ
′
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